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0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable defines a reference architecture that allows vendors to build Low Power
Radio Access Points using COTS hardware and open-source software. Primary goal of
LPR AP is to enable easy integration of the OpenAIS network into existing IT
infrastructure with minimal overhead. The dual-board architecture of LPR AP abstracts
the complexities involved with low power wireless networks based on different
PHY/MAC technology by providing a unified interface to IT backbone networks.
This summary provides a quick overview of the basic principles:
 LPR AP architecture is based on dual-board concept (The Border Router and
the Linux Router). The Border Router manages the wireless mesh network and
the Linux Router implements IT requirements and adheres to the defined IT
policies.
 The communication between the Border Router and the Linux Router is based
on SLIP protocol running over TTL UART or USB-CDC. Ethernet connection is
also supported.
 The preferred technologies for LPR AP are, IEEE 802.15.4, Ethernet, 6LoWPAN,
Thread, Internet Protocol, User Datagram Protocol, Transmission Control
Protocol, Transport Layer Security (DTLS and TLS) and CoAP
 Network stack in the Border Router will support CoAP, UDP, IPv6 and
6LoWPAN.
 Network stack in the Linux Router will support HTTP, TCP/UDP and IPv6/IPv4.
 Security and privacy of communication are achieved by using end-to-end
transport (DTLS) based encryption.
 LPR AP may optionally host resource directory to support discovery of OpenAIS
devices.
 The operating system running on the Linux Router is OpenWrt that is based on
Linux kernel. However, any flavour of Linux kernel with strong support to
networking is supported.
 The Linux Router provides a management interface (web and command line
interface) to configure the Linux Router and also to query the status information.
 The Linux Router provides firewall and rate-limiting functionality to avoid denialof-service attacks from external network.
 Optionally, for IPv4 backbone network, the Linux Router supports IPv6<->IPv4
transition technologies like NAT64/DNS64 and Tunnelling.
 Remote logging function in the Linux Router allows remote monitoring of status
of OpenAIS network. The information logged by remote logging daemon is
configurable.
 Two solutions are supported for authentication and authorization of access to
LPR AP. First solution is based on locally stored credentials, while the second
solution is based on credentials centrally stored at a RADIUS server (SSO).
 LPR AP supports out-of-the-box functionality, which delivers (insecure) basic
operation to ease installation and installation testing for luminaires, switches,
presence detectors and light sensors.
 LPR AP allows office users to add OpenAIS compatible custom devices to
OpenAIS network. However, its interaction is limited to external network.
 LPR AP solution will be published as open source reference design, which can
be used as starting point to build more complex solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Scope
In systems design, architecture defines how the system is divided up. It defines each
part’s role, and how the various parts work together to produce the desired effect.
Architectural design is fundamental to making complex systems possible, because it is
about dividing up a problem into successively smaller and more manageable pieces. A
necessary discipline of this divide and conquer approach is that each part has a distinct
and necessary role, one that it can fulfil without other parts needing to have any
knowledge of how it does so. Dependencies on other architectural components should
generally be minimised to a few clearly specified and stable interfaces. Such an
approach produces maintainable, understandable and often quite flexible systems.
In practice there is much latitude in architectural design. Functions may be grouped into
architectural components or hived off into new ones. A more complex interface may be
the price of greater re-use of an architectural component.
Architects can and do take into account many factors in deciding how to partition roles,
including available technologies, the skills and business models of people using the
system, the composition of the engineering resources available to implement the
architecture, requirements such as efficiency, flexibility, reliability, upgradability.
Much of the design of an optimal solution for a complex set of requirements takes place
at an architectural level. It is quite normal for an architecture to embody all of the key
technical choices in a system design, leaving to the next stage of design only the detailed
implementation.
Architectural design can happen in several domains at once, especially in complex IT
systems. Physical and logical components, network architecture, application ecosystem,
security relationships – all these and more can be valid domains for architectural design.
In OpenAIS architecture is expected to be a quite detailed design, implementable by the
project itself as a validation and subsequently by multiple vendors and service providers.
That is the spirit in which we approach the problem of Low-Power Radio Access Points
(LPRAPs).

1.2 Foundational Principles
As discussed above, architectural design encodes all kinds of important assumptions
about technology choices, business models and stakeholder preferences. Here the aim
is to declare these starting assumptions.
1. Lighting should be part of the Internet of Things (IoT). It should reap the
benefits of Internet connectivity in various forms of added value, in efficiency, in
new features and improved user experiences, and in new and better business
models.
2. Networks that support lighting should support other smart objects. Lighting
is everywhere people are, and a lot of it is in the ceiling, an ideal radio
propagation environment. Networks that reach lighting will reach every corner of
a building. Lighting might be the initial reason for installing such networks, but it
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shouldn’t be the last. Lighting-only networks are a huge missed opportunity for
building users and lighting industry vendors.
3. All fixtures should be IP addressable. There is always going to be a limit
beyond which objects are too constrained to be Internet peers, but a major part
of the IoT phenomenon is that that limit has been pushed down to small,
microcontroller-based devices. Making them Internet peers frees the lighting
industry from having to develop its own network technologies, cutting costs.
4. Networking is not lighting’s problem. Connectivity has already become
regarded as basic infrastructure, serving many applications, whether it is a
cellular mobile network, an oceanic cable or a building-wide wireless network.
The lighting industry should let the networking industry to provide and maintain
the networking infrastructure, while it focuses on creating new value in lighting
using it.
5. The lighting industry can change. Socioeconomic change is evolutionary.
State B can be reached from state A only if every intervening state is better for
every part of the socioeconomic system. Within that path constraint, business
models and roles can change. In fact, the unleashing of such change is one of
the main sources of value creation from IoT.

1.3 Low Power Radio Access Point
A (wireless) access point is a network device that allows wireless devices to connect to
a wired network. It is a control point for deciding which nodes to serve on the wireless
connection, and it is an IP router that routes IP packets between the wired and wireless
network segments. As a router it is a piece of network infrastructure, invisible to
applications. It does not care about the content of the messages it routes. As a control
point, it uses well-standardised mechanisms (often built into the wireless medium access
layer specification) to let connecting devices discover it and request access, to let its
operators set policies about which access requests to accept, to execute authorisation
decisions against those policies.
It is important to draw a clear distinction between a wireless access point and an
(application layer) gateway. A gateway also serves to forward messages between two
networks, but only the wired one is an IP network. Correspondent nodes on either side
communicate with an application on the gateway. The gateway application can do
whatever the programmer decides it should. This may include simply forwarding the
messages according to some rule, but applications on correspondent nodes must
always be aware of it. It can only be designed as part of a larger system and is
application-specific, thus is likely to be expensive and relatively hard to find specialist
equipment.
Gateways do have a role to play in integrating legacy-standard systems into the Internet.
Caution is required in this role because pre-internet legacy standards often regard the
entire legacy network as a single security domain. If the gateway is compromised, the
entire network is compromised.
A Low Power Radio Access Point is a specific type of access point that manages low
power radio networks. The LPR AP architecture described in this document consists of
two embedded boards, a wireless mesh Border Router and a Linux Router. The
motivation behind this two-board design is to achieve OpenAIS envisioned PHY/MAC
independence for OpenAIS wireless network and also to enable rapid development of
LPR AP using off-the-shelf hardware and software.
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The Border (or Edge) Router is an IPv6 router which routes between regular and
6LoWPAN network segments. 6LoWPAN is designed for highly constrained IP
networking, where bandwidth or energy is in short supply. Consequently the Border
Router has some additional functionality to translate between the two domains.
The Linux Router is a Resource-rich device capable of running Linux or Linux like
operating system and provides the features expected by an access point like VLAN
support, authentication and authorisation services, network management and logging,
firewall and wireless mesh network management, typically expected by IT
administrators.

1.4 Glossary
A glossary of acronyms and the definition of the key terms used in this document are
given in Chapter 8.

1.5 Organisation of the document
The rest of this document is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the use cases relevant to LPR AP, which are derived from scenarios
described in [OpenAIS_D1.1]. The use cases are categorised into 3 groups namely
connectivity, interoperability and easy integration depending on the type of the use case.
Chapter 3 describes preferred technologies like low power radio, networking protocol
and Thread followed by technological constraints related to low power radio, IPv4/6 coexistence and hardware, which influences the architecture of LPR AP. Chapter 4
provides an extensive overview of the reference architecture of LPR AP. It describes the
topics protocol stack, high-level diagram of architecture, authentication and
authorization framework and interfacing with legacy IPv4 networks. Chapter 5
summarises the outputs of OpenAIS LPR AP solution and how it is made available
through open source software and hardware reference design. Finally, Chapter 6
concludes the document.
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2 USE CASES
This chapter describes the use cases for LPR AP. The key topics covered in this
document are connectivity, interoperability and easy integration. The connectivity topic
focuses on the use cases related to internal and external connectivity of OpenAIS
network. Vendor independent expansion of OpenAIS networks is covered in
interoperability. Easy integration topic emphasises on deployment of OpenAIS network
with minimal changes to existing infrastructure.
Some of the use cases for LPR AP are already covered in [OpenAIS_D1.1]. This
document only lists relevant use case IDs. Please refer to [OpenAIS_D1.1] for detailed
description of use cases listed below.




EL-T3-PHI-2 - Installation of wireless device
EL-T3-PHI-3 - Installation of wired device
BWE-T6-IMT-1 - IT & Security

2.1 Connectivity
2.1.1 Node to Host in backbone network
Use Case ID

CN-T1-ARM-1

Title

Connectivity: A node initiating a request to join OpenAIS network.

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Installer

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions




Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

Alternative Flow

Installer has access to floor plan.
In case of wireless nodes, if secure joining is enabled then nodes should be
preconfigured with security keys required for DTLS authentication.
 Commissioning device is used to authenticate nodes joining OpenAIS network.
 Commissioning device is connected to IPv4 backbone network, and IPv4
backbone network is operational.
 Nodes are installed according to floor plan and commissioned to be part of
OpenAIS network.
1) Installer mounts a node according to floor plan.
2) While commissioning process is active, OpenAIS node will initiate the network
joining.
3) If secure joining is enabled then node should authenticate itself with
commissioning device using preconfigured security keys and also verify the
authenticity of commissioning device.
4) LPR AP will translate the IPv6 header in the IP packet to IPv4 header and then
forward it to commissioning device.
5) Installer will use information available in commissioning device to verify and add
it into OpenAIS network.
6) Node is successfully added to OpenAIS network.
7) Installer performs basic tests to ensure proper functioning of newly added node.
8) Installer repeats Steps 1) to 7) to add remaining nodes to OpenAIS network.
9) Installer disconnects commissioning device from OpenAIS network.
10) Installer updates installation report.
In Step 3), if secure joining is disabled then commissioning process does not
include mutual authentication.
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Exception Flow

Steps 4) to 10) are similar to main flow.
 It may be possible that node details are not available in commissioning device.
This could be because of incorrect security keys configured in node or LPR AP
is not connected to backbone network.
 In this case, if it is possible to update the security keys for node using side
band (ex. NFC) then installer should enter correct security keys into node and
also ensure backbone network access for LPR AP.
 If not, installer updates installation report indicating end nodes that were not
commissioned.
 If IPv4 backbone network is not available and if LPR AP is accessible from
mobile network then commissioning device can make use of mobile network to
communicate with LPR AP.

Backbone Network - IPv4
Linux
Router

Backbone IPv4
Router

Border
Router

LPR AP

Commissioning
device

Node
Router node
Figure 1 Node to Host in backbone network

2.1.2 Nodes and Servers
Use Case ID

CN-T1-ARM-2

Title

Connectivity: Interaction between nodes and servers

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

IT administrator

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow






Lighting system is commissioned
Bootstrap server details and security keys are stored in end nodes
Bootstrap server is connected to IPv4 network
Seamless communication between OpenAIS nodes and servers.

1) Node will initiate bootstrap process to obtain details of device server.
2) Node will establish secure communication with bootstrap server using DTLS.
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Alternative Flow

3) Node will request the bootstrap server for device server details.
4) LPR AP will perform necessary translation (convert IPv6 header in the IP packet
to IPv4 header and vice versa).
5) Upon request from node, bootstrap server will send details of device server to
node.
6) After getting device server details, node will register itself with device server
running in cloud.
7) LPR AP will perform necessary translation of IP packet containing registration
details (convert IPv6 header in the IP packet to IPv4 header and vice versa).
None

Exception Flow

None

IPv4 Backbone
Network

Device
Server

IPv4/v6

Backbone
Router

Linux
Router

Border
Router

LPR AP
Internet
Bootstrap server

Node
Router node

Figure 2 Interactions between Nodes and Servers

2.1.3 End Node to Cloud
Use Case ID

CN-T1-ARM-3

Title

Connectivity: An end node sending data to device server running in cloud.

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions
Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

Facility manager/Application developer
 Lighting system is commissioned.
 Bootstrap process is completed.
 End node is registered at device server and OpenAIS lighting system data is
available in cloud for further processing.
1) After successful bootstrap, end node will send registration information based on
OpenAIS object model to device server running in cloud.
2) If the end node is more than one hop away from LPR AP then routers in the
mesh network will forward the registration information to LPR AP.
3) LPR AP will directly receive the registration information from end nodes that are
only one hop away.
4) LPR AP will translate the IPv6 header in the IP packet to IPv4 header and then
forward it to device server.
5) After receiving registration details, device server creates an entry for the device
in its resource directory.
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Alternative Flow

6) Device server subscribes to observable resources to get regular updates from
end nodes.
7) Web/mobile applications use REST APIs provided by device server to access
data provided by end nodes.
8) Web/mobile applications process big data and provide graphical reports to
facility manager.
None.

Exception Flow





If the registration detail is incorrect then end node registration at device server
will fail.
End node should retry registration with valid registration information.
If registration fails after multiple attempts then the error code along with
number of attempts should be stored on persistent storage and should be
accessible through device management interface.

IPv4 Backbone
Network

Device
Server

IPv4/v6

Backbone
Router

Border
Router

Linux
Router

LPR AP
Internet

End Node
Router node

Figure 3 End Node to Cloud communication in office environment

2.1.4 Interaction between nodes in different IPv6 subnets
Use Case ID

CN-T1-ARM-4

Title

Connectivity: Interaction between nodes in different IPv6 subnets

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Office worker

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow







Lighting system is commissioned.
Routers and switches in backbone network are capable of running dual network
stack (IPv4 and IPv6).
Wall switch is connected IPv6 wired backbone network.
Luminaires along with LPR AP form a wireless network.
Seamless communication between nodes in different IPv6 subnets.

1) IT administrator ensures that routers and switches in backbone network are
running in dual stack mode (IPv6 and IPv4).
2) Office user enters a meeting room and uses the wall switch to turn on the
luminaires in that room.
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Alternative Flow

3) Wall switch will send IPv6 multicast event notification to room control object
deployed in controller.
4) If the controller where the room control object resides is not part of wireless
network then it will send multicast control message to LPR AP.
5) Since the multicast control message is actually an IPv6 message, LPR AP will
not perform any translation.
6) LPR AP will forward the multicast control message to actuator in luminaires to
switch them on.
7) Office user observes that luminaires change their state from off to on.
None

Exception Flow

None

Backbone Network – Dual Stack (IPv6
and IPv4)
Embed
ded
Board

Backbone
Router

Border
Router

LPR AP

Wall
Switch

Luminaire
Router node
Figure 4 Interaction between nodes in different IPv6 subnets

2.1.5 Custom devices
Use Case ID

CN-T1-ARM-6

Title

Connectivity: Allowing custom devices to utilize OpenAIS wireless network.

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Office user

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions
Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow






OpenAIS wireless infrastructure is operational.
Office user is authorized to add custom devices.
Device is pre-configured with device server details.
Office user successfully installs custom devices and is able to visualize the
resources from the device in cloud.
1) Office user wishes to record the room temperature around his seating place.
2) Office user purchases a COTS OpenAIS compatible wireless temperature
sensor and mounts it in optimum position.
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Alternative Flow

3) Node will initiate network scan to identify the available OpenAIS wireless
networks and try to join one.
4) If successful, then node joins mesh-network, but its interaction is limited to
external network and the node is not allowed to communicate with other nodes
in lighting network.
5) Node registers itself with device server running in cloud and sends regular
temperature updates.
6) Office user can observe the temperature changes using a mobile application or
by accessing the web application running on top of device server.
NA

Exception Flow



If new nodes are not visible in device server then check whether LPR AP is
accepting traffic from new nodes.

2.1.6 Multi-hop OpenAIS Node Joining
Use Case ID

CN-T1-ARM-7

Title

Connectivity: Nodes joining OpenAIS network which are multiple hops away from
LPR AP.

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions
Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

Alternative Flow

Installer
 LPR AP is connected to backbone network.
 Commissioning process is active.
 OpenAIS nodes joins mesh-network irrespective of their distance (number of
hops) from LPR AP.
1) LPR AP is first node in mesh-network and is capable of creating/managing
mesh-network.
2) The nodes that are multiple hops away from LRP AP will send joining request
to neighbouring router.
3) Upon receiving the joining request, routers will forward it to LPR AP.
4) LPR AP will forward the joining request to commissioning device.
5) Installer validates the details of node available in commissioning device and
accepts the joining request.
6) After joining the network, a node depending on its configuration either will
become router or end node.
7) The routers can route traffic in either upward (towards LPR AP) or downward
(towards end nodes) direction whereas end nodes always rely on their parent
nodes to route the traffic.
8) After joining the network, nodes can communicate with external networks
though LPR AP.
None

Exception Flow




If new nodes are not added to the OpenAIS network then check whether
intermediate routers and LPR AP are accepting traffic from new nodes.
If security is enabled then reconfirm security keys for the nodes.

2.2 Interoperability
2.2.1 Expanding OpenAIS lighting network
Use Case ID

IO-T1-ARM-1
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Title
Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Interoperability: Vendor independent expansion of OpenAIS lighting network.

Alternative Flow

IT administrator/Installer
 The present lighting system is installed by Vendor A and is operational.
 Installer from Vendor B has access to floor plan.
 Installer from Vendor B has access to network authentication keys.
 Vendor B successfully adds new OpenAIS nodes to existing lighting system that
was installed by Vendor A.
1) Installer from Vendor B (will be mentioned as installer from here on) examines
the existing lighting system and identifies the location of new nodes according
to floor plan.
2) Installer mounts the new nodes.
3) Installer configures commissioning device with network authentication keys
provided by IT administrator.
4) The commissioning device authenticates itself with LPR AP that is part of
existing lighting system.
5) If successful, then joining requests from new nodes will be forwarded to
commissioning device.
6) New nodes securely initiates joining request.
7) LPR AP will forward the node-joining request to commissioning device.
8) Installer verifies node information available in commissioning device and adds
new nodes to existing network.
9) Installer executes basic testing to confirm connectivity and functioning of newly
added nodes.
10) Installer updates installation report.
None

Exception Flow



Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow



If LPR AP does not authenticate the commissioning device then reconfirm
network authentication keys with IT administrators.
If new devices are not detected by commissioning device then check whether
intermediate routers and LPR AP are accepting traffic from new nodes.

2.3 Easy Integration
2.3.1 Integration of OpenAIS network into existing
infrastructure
Use Case ID

EI-T1-ARM-1

Title

Easy Integration of OpenAIS network into existing IT infrastructure.

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions
Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

IT administrator/Installer
 IT infrastructure provides wired backbone network for external connectivity.
 Backbone network supports both IPv6 and IPv4.
 Installer has access to floor plan.
 Hassle free integration of new IPv6 OpenAIS networks into existing
infrastructure.
1) Installer will mount LPR AP and other OpenAIS nodes according to floor plan.
2) Installer powers up LPR AP and other nodes.
3) Nodes join OpenAIS wireless network by following network-joining process.
4) In case of wired nodes, Installer connects them to LPR AP or to backbone
network.
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Alternative Flow

5) Installer performs basic checks to verify connectivity within OpenAIS wireless
network and connectivity between OpenAIS wired and wireless nodes.
6) Installer connects LPR AP to backbone network using a wired interface to
provide external connectivity to wireless network.
7) Installer executes basic tests to confirm external connectivity.
8) Installer updates installation report.
None

Exception Flow



None
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3 TECHNOLOGIES AND CONSTRAINTS
This chapter presents an overview of preferred technologies for LPR AP. The preferred
technologies include low power radio, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Networking protocols and Thread.
It also describes the technological constraints that influence the architecture of LPR AP.

3.1 Preferred Technologies
The OpenAIS deliverable [OpenAIS_D2.1] provides an extensive overview of state of
the art in terms of technology. The description of preferred technologies for LPR AP is
taken from [OpenAIS_D2.1].

3.1.1 IEEE 802.15.4
IEEE802.15.4 ([IEEE802.15.4-2011] and other standards documents) is a set of
specifications that provide PHY (L1) and MAC (L2) layers for LR-WPAN (Low Rate
Wireless Personal Area Network). These layers provide the basis for higher layer
protocols such as ZigBee, ZigBee-IP, JenNet-IP, Thread, 6TiSCH, ISA100.11a and
WirelessHART.
The most well-known PHY specifications support narrowband communications in the
2.4 GHz ISM band. Also the 915 MHz and 868 MHz bands are supported. The
IEEE802.15.4g-2012 addendum defines a PHY for Smart Utility Networks (SUN), i.e. for
long-range (outdoor) usage. It supports multiple ISM and dedicated use frequency
bands adapted to regional constraints (450-2450 MHz), multiple modulation schemes
(MR-OFDM, MR-O-QPSK and MR-FSK), plus mechanisms for inter-network coexistence.
The MAC-layer supports both beaconless and beaconed operation. In beaconless mode
all medium access is contention-based (CSMA-CA). In beaconed mode, also a
Contention Free Period is available for scheduled access. The beaconless mode is used
for ZigBee(-IP), JenNet-IP and Thread.
The [IEEE 802.15.4e-2012] amendment specifies a number of new modes of operation
for the MAC, amongst others, TSCH, DSME and LLDN. Also, it defines a number of
generic MAC enhancements, amongst others, Low Energy protocol (LE), Information
Elements (IE) and Enhanced Beacons (EB). Notice that 802.15.4e does not add any
PHY layer requirements. In other words, all existing radio chips should be able to handle
these new modes and enhancement.
The new modes of operation are alternative MAC protocols to the beaconed and
beaconless modes mentioned above. DSME (Deterministic and Synchronous Multichannel Extension) is a refinement of beaconed mode enabling more timeslots, more
complex schedules and frequency agility. LLDN (Low Latency Deterministic Network)
enables a very low latency time-slotted star network for industrial automation. TSCH
(Time-Slotted Channel Hopping) is the most relevant of the new modes of operation. It
is used in higher layer standards 6TiSCH, ISA100.11a and WirelessHART.
The LE MAC enhancement enables ways for two devices to communicate ad-hoc while
conserving energy. It defines two mechanisms: CSL (Coordinated Sampled Listening)
where a receiver is duty cycled and a transmitter wishing to transmit sends a pre-amble
which is long enough to cover the time in between two samples and RIT (Receiver
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Initiated Transmission) where the transmitter is duty-cycled instead. The IE MAC
enhancement provides a flexible way to add structured data to MAC frame headers and
payloads and is extensively used in the TSCH mode of operation. The EB MAC
enhancement allows adding more data to beacons and is also extensively used in the
TSCH mode of operation.
The MAC layer supports broadcast. IP multicast is mapped to this broadcast function
and also supports the AES-CCM* suite for optional frame confidentiality and integrity. A
frame counter is maintained to protect against replay attacks.
Power consumption of 802.15.4 radios can be as low as a few milliwatts. Microwatt-level
power consumption can be achieved through transceiver duty cycling. Transmit-only
sensor nodes may be asleep for minutes, only to wake up for a few hundred milliseconds
to do a measurement, create a packet, send the result and possibly wait for a link-layer
acknowledgement. In beaconless mode, a sleeping end node may poll its router for
pending messages.

3.1.2 IEEE 802.15.11 – WiFi
Wi-Fi is a local area wireless technology enabling access to a data network in the free
2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency bands.
It is based on IEEE 802.11 standards that have evolved over time:
 802.11b: Up to 11 Mbps over 2,4 GHz band
 802.11a: Up to 54 Mbps over 5 GHz band
 802.11g: Up to 54 Mbps over 2,4 GHz band
 802.11n: Up to 150 Mbps over 2,4/5 GHz band
 802.11ac: Up to 866 Mbps over 5 GHz band
 802.11ah: Up to 2.6 Mbps over various sub-GHz bands, optimized for IoT
Given bandwidths include the “overhead”, like header bytes and coordination messages
so the actual maximum data rates often reach only half of these theoretical values, if at
all. Currently in development is Gigabit over Wireless Networks (IEEE 802.11ad).
Wi-Fi considers two roles in the wireless network:
 End user device: Appliance containing an inbuilt or external Wi-Fi radio and
antenna to connect to the wireless LAN network
 Wireless Access Point (AP): part of the network infrastructure, acts as a
concentration point for the connection of the end devices. Wireless Access
Points are connected to the wired (Ethernet) network either directly using an UTP
Ethernet cable or via other wireless access points (wireless mesh network).
Wireless Networks use the SSID (Service Set Identifier) to identify the Wireless Network.
Equipment using a given SSID can only connect wirelessly to equipment using the same
SSID.
When used as a hotspot for general access, a wireless access point can broadcast the
SSID to make the wireless network known to potential users. Broadcasting the SSID is
not a requirement for the communication between equipment using the same SSID.
Roaming is the handover of the communication of an end-device from one access point
to another. This is typically the case when wireless end devices are moving, e.g. when
a person with a WLAN IP phone moves from one area in a building to a different area.
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The end device initiates roaming when it detects that better access points are available
than the one currently used. The device has to scan for “better” access points and select
the best one, authenticate with the new access point and re-connect to the network using
the new access point.
Wireless Access Points can broadcast their SSID. All information sent over the radio is
inherently broadcast. Any receiver within the range of the sending radio can (and does)
receive the signal and could decode it, provided the security aspects are all met.
IEEE802.11 uses either AES or RC4-encryption for its security. This is the basis for
 WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy, RC-4 based): not considered secure as the
encryption key can be derived from capturing the wireless traffic. The encryption
key consists of a sequence of hexadecimal characters.
 WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access, AES based): Uses Temporal Key Integrity
Protocol (TKIP) to adapt the keys on a regular basis. The encryption key includes
also all digits, letters, signs and symbols. Is considered safer than WEP. - WPA2
(AES based) is the current standard for WPA.
Additional security may involve filtering of MAC-addresses to avoid unknown wirelessly
connected equipment.
As the transmission medium is a common one, interference from other radio sources in
the same frequency bands (e.g. microwave ovens) is possible, as is radio interference
from malicious sources to incapacitate the wireless service (Denial of Service Attack).
The power of the Wi-Fi radio signal is limited by legislation to 20 dBm (100 mW) in
Europe. The typical power consumption of a transmitting Wi-Fi radio module can be in
the order of 100-800 mW, which is getting rather close to the eco-design limits to standby
power that will be imposed by the EU.

3.1.3 Ethernet
Ethernet [IEEE 802.3] is link-layer (L2) protocol for the exchange of data over a local
area network (LAN). Local is not limited by distance in this context, but rather by routing
devices.
A LAN consists of a minimum of two devices (e.g. an end device and a routing device,
or two routing devices) connected to each other, but there is no theoretical upper limit.
When more than two devices exist in a LAN, a switching device is needed to interconnect
the connections to the different devices. When limited to two devices, a passive
connection (fiber pair, Unshielded Twisted Pair – UTP) is sufficient.
Ethernet aspects cover



Format of data units sent/received over the LAN
Speed and duplexity of the individual connections

Ethernet imposes a Data Unit (Frame) format that is sent over the (copper or fiber) wire
connection. Ethernet frames consist of a header, containing the information necessary
to deliver the packet at the correct destination device (end-device or routing device) on
the LAN, and a data section, containing the useful information (the payload) of the
packet.
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3.1.4 6LoWPAN
The set of standards called “6LoWPAN” has been steadily developed over the past ten
years. The purpose of 6LoWPAN is to enable efficient transport of IPv6 datagrams over
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for wireless personal area networks (WPANs). Until today
(2015), there is on-going work to extend 6LoWPAN, specifically to support new PHYs
such as IEEE 802.15.4e (“6TiSCH”), Bluetooth Low Energy / Smart and DECT ULE.
The features offered by 6LoWPAN are:
 IPv6 header compression: reduce the size of the header fields of the IPv6 packet
as much as possible, to use the limited bandwidth of 802.15.4 efficiently
 IPv6 fragmentation: for IPv6 a minimum value for the MTU (Maximum Transfer
Unit) of 1280 bytes is mandated. Because 802.15.4 only can carry frames up to
127 bytes, there can be a need to fragment an IPv6 datagram into multiple parts
that are transferred over the radio link sequentially and re-assembled at the
receiver
The main documents describing 6LoWPAN are the first standard [RFC4944], which was
later updated by a more efficient header compression in [RFC6282]. Even later, a more
efficient method to perform the IPv6 neighbour discovery (ND) was added by
[RFC6775]. The latter document also introduces the well-known terminology of






6LN - 6LoWPAN Node; any host or router participating in a 6LoWPAN network
6LR - 6LoWPAN Router; an intermediate router in the LoWPAN that is able to
send and receive Router Advertisements (RAs) and Router Solicitations (RSs)
as well as forward and route IPv6 packets
6LBR - 6LoWPAN Border Router; also called Edge Router (ER), which interfaces
the 802.15.4 network to a regular IP network (LAN/WAN)
Mesh-under - A topology where nodes are connected to a 6LBR through a mesh
using link-layer forwarding
Router-over - A topology where hosts are connected to the 6LBR through the
use of intermediate L3 (IP) routing. Here, hosts are typically multiple IP hops
away from a 6LBR

IPv6 multicast is supported by 6LoWPAN. It is mapped to a 802.15.4 MAC broadcast
which can be received by all direct neighbour nodes of the sender. Multi-hop multicast
is not in scope – this needs to be added using a separate protocol.
6LoWPAN relies on the L2 security provided by 802.15.4; AES. However the protocols
themselves such as 6LoWPAN Neighbour Discovery [RFC6775] are not secured against
attacks by attackers that have possession of the L2 key or that connect over a backbone
network into the 6LoWPAN.
The 6LBR is a single point of failure within a 6LoWPAN network. If it fails, no IP
connectivity to and from outside networks can be achieved. For this reason the standard
defines an optional support for multiple 6LBRs in the same 6LoWPAN network. In this
case, if one fails the other can take over and the 6LBR stops being a single point of
failure.
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3.1.5 Internet Protocol
The Internet protocol is used to allow communications between packet-switched
devices. The Internet protocol provides transmitting blocks of data called datagrams
from sources to destinations, where sources and destinations are hosts identified by
fixed length addresses.
The Internet protocol also provides fragmentation and reassembly of long datagrams, if
necessary, for transmission through "small packets" networks.
Between the source and the destination multiples hops can exist (on L1, L2 or L3).
The Internet addresses are formatted and allow the “routing” of the datagrams across
the networks.
The IP version 4 is currently the most used version. But due to the limited number of
public addresses available (around 4 billion), it will be replaced by the IP version 6 (IPv6).
Note that we cannot rely only on IP version 4 or only on IP version 6. In fact the transition
from IP version 4 to IP version 6 is a real challenge for internet services providers. The
transition has begun several years ago and nothing guarantees that in 2020 every
device will work on IPv6, so keeping a door open for IP version 4 backward compatibility
at some level of the architecture may still be needed. For example, this could lead to
one of the three below IPv4 compatibility scenarios:
 The OpenAIS in-building IP network is entirely IPv6, including all building control
systems.
 The OpenAIS lighting IP network is entirely IPv6, but may need to interface to an
IPv4 building control infrastructure and/or network backbone.
 The OpenAIS lighting Field Network is IPv6, but may need to interface to an IPv4
network at the Border Router or Access Point level.
Below figure shows a representation of the IPv4 and IPv6 headers.

Figure 5 IPv4 header (top) and IPv6 header (bottom) in comparison

Main fields are:
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Source/destination address
Time to live (or hop limit): used to restrict the number of hops in a path and limit
the impact of L3 loops.
Protocol (or Next-header): indicate which transport protocol is used (ex: TCP)
Type of Service (or Traffic Class): used to mark the traffic in order to provide
quality of service (QoS)

The IP addresses are divided in reserved blocks; each of them has a dedicated purpose.
The main ones are:
 Private network
 Loopback
 Link-local
 Multicast
 Broadcast
 Public
(Note: the IP blocks are not the same in IPv6)
The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) is responsible for the global
coordination of Public IP addresses. The internet protocol can be used above many
other protocols such as Ethernet, Wi-Fi, LTE, etc.
Multicast destination address and multicast protocols such as Internet Group
Management Protocol (IGMP), or its IPv6 equivalent Multicast Listener Discovery
(MLD/MLDv2), Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) can be used in order to provide
one-to-many communication.
Security mechanisms are not directly included into IPv4 or IPv6. But security can be
achieved either by lower layers (ex: Ethernet MACsec), upper layers (ex: TLS) or by
IPsec (same layer).

3.1.6 User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
This protocol provides a procedure for application programs to send messages to other
programs with a minimal protocol mechanism. The protocol is transaction oriented, and
delivery and duplicate protection are not guaranteed. Applications requiring ordered
reliable delivery of streams of data should use the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
The UDP header has the format as shown below.

Figure 6 UDP header





Length indicates the size of the datagrams.
The checksum is used for the integrity check.
Destination port is usually linked to an application (server) port.
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Note that The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) reserved ports below 1024
for standard application.
 The source port value is optional and generally fixed to the same value as the
destination port or set with a random value.
Even though UDP is connection-less, the combination of source IP, destination IP,
source port and destination port is often used by the application layer to link multiple
datagrams to a session.

3.1.7 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is intended for use as a highly reliable hostto-host protocol between hosts in packet-switched computer communication networks,
and in interconnected systems of such networks.
To provide that level of reliability on top of a less reliable Internet communication system,
TCP has following facilities:
 Basic Data Transfer:
Allow the transmission of a continuous flow (stream) of octets in both directions.
A sequence number is used to identify each packet.
 Reliability:
Depends on two TCP mechanisms:
o A checksum for integrity
o An “ACK” message used by the receiver to inform the source that it has
received all previous messages without error until a sequence number.
 Flow Control:
Each end maintains and sends a number called “window”. The number is used
to indicate to the other end that it must send an “ACK” after the reception of X
packets. The window size decreases in case of error detection.
A congestion algorithm is used in order to decrease the speed if errors or packets
losses are detected.
 Multiplexing:
Source and destination ports are used to allow multiples connections for different
applications and sessions between a common IP source and destination.
 Connections:
TCP is connection oriented, during the whole transmission some connections
information are shared and stored. Thus, TCP defines mechanisms to open,
maintain and close connections.
 Precedence and Security:
Some optional fields are reserved to take account of traffic priority (Quality of
Services).

3.1.8 Transport Layer Security (DTLS and TLS)
TLS and DTLS are the industry standard protocols used by many applications on the
Internet to ensure secure communication. The TLS protocol [RFC5246] provides
authenticated, confidentiality and integrity-protected communication between two
endpoints. The protocol is composed of two layers: the Record Protocol and the
Handshake Protocol. The Record Protocol provides connection security by using
symmetric cryptography for confidentiality, data origin authentication, and integrity
protection and is used for encapsulation of various higher-level protocols. The
handshake protocol allows the server and client to authenticate each other and to
negotiate an encryption algorithm and cryptographic keys that an application can use to
exchange information. DTLS [RFC6347] is intentionally designed to be very similar to
TLS but unlike TLS, DTLS can cope with the unreliable datagram transport. In particular,
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DTLS can use UDP as the Transport Layer and is therefore particularly suitable to use
in constrained environments.
The IETF draft [dice-profile] discusses configuration options and protocol extensions
(Profiles) that may be utilized in a constrained environment. The authors of this draft
propose how the following three methods provide credentials for authentication:
 Using a pre-shared secret (PSK).
 Using raw public keys and.
 Using certificate based authentication.
Each of these methods comes with challenges and advantages. Using PSKs is
computationally the easiest one to implement. However, one usually needs a trusted
node within the network or an out of band method to distribute the shared secret between
different nodes. This is therefore probably not the ideal candidate for IoT solutions
because in such systems one would often want to connect arbitrary devices together
without always depending on a trusted node to provide authentication information.
Both public key methods are computationally intensive compared to the PSK approach.
However, they have the big benefit of not depending on a trusted node to provide PSK.
However, with the public key methods, one needs to have a method to match the identity
of devices with their public keys. With raw public keys one might need to use proprietary
methods to obtain identities from public keys. In an ideal situation, one could use public
key certificates obtained from trusted certificate authority to authenticate a device.
However, generating unique public keys for large number of devices in IoT applications
could become a very expensive proposition.
As an interesting aside, we must note that CoAP, an Application Layer protocol for
constrained environments has a binding to DTLS that provides security and
authentication. In particular, the CoAP specification [RFC7252] requires that any CoAP
implementation must at least support the raw public key mode of DTLS for security.

3.1.9 Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)
The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is a specialized transfer protocol for use
with constrained nodes and constrained (e.g., low-power, lossy) networks. The target
domain of use includes “8-bit microcontrollers with small amounts of ROM and RAM”
[RFC7252]. As a typical constrained network technology where CoAP can be used,
6LoWPAN is usually mentioned.
CoAP is designed for high packet error rates and a typical throughput of not more than
10s of kbit/s. Also, CoAP is from the start designed to support M2M type applications
such as smart energy and building automation.
The CoAP interaction model is similar to HTTP, with a request/response sequence
between application endpoints. In the request it supports the RESTful methods GET,
PUT, POST and DELETE.
For M2M purposes it includes a built-in light-weight discovery mechanism for services
and resources. The discovery mechanism is based on returning descriptions of hosted
resources in the CoRE Link Format [RFC6690] which allows a rich semantic definition
of services provided by a node. The level of verbosity of the description can furthermore
be tuned (adapted) to the application needs.
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CoAP is designed to “easily interface with HTTP for integration with the Web while
meeting specialized requirements such as multicast support, very low overhead, and
simplicity for constrained environments” [RFC7252]. While HTTP is based on an
(uncompressed) ASCII text based protocol header, CoAP uses a compact binary header
and a flexible set of binary encoded options.

3.1.10

Thread

The aim of the Thread standard is to create a widely accepted wireless low-power mesh
networking standard for the home domain, which is independent from specific
application profiles (contrary to e.g. ZigBee that also defines the application profiles).
Thread pursues the following key properties for their technology [website]:
 Simple for consumers to use
 Always secure
 Power-efficient
 An open protocol that carries IPv6 natively
 Based on a robust mesh network with no single point of failure
 Runs over standard 802.15.4 radios
 Designed to support a wide variety of products for the home: appliances, access
control, climate control, energy management, lighting, safety, and security

Figure 7 Thread stack context and its scope

As shown above, Thread uses IPv6/6LoWPAN. The great benefit of IP networking is its
ability to hide from applications a great diversity of PHYs. PHY technologies can be
selected according to the needs of the application and deployment scenario without
changing the application. Applications can be developed completely independently of
the networking technology. An IP network connection can serve any application,
meaning it can be deployed as infrastructure by an end user of those applications. From
the perspective of a developer of networked applications, being able to assume the
availability of IP networking enables them to leave network connectivity as a problem for
their customers to solve. This has three big advantages. First, they do not need to spend
substantial engineering time building networking into their product. Second, they
significantly reduce their materials and design costs, allowing them to offer a lower price
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to their customer. Third, their customers have a much easier time deploying and using
their product, which has fewer components to deploy and fewer unique features to learn.
The ubiquity of Wi-Fi access points illustrates the value of these benefits. Wi-Fi provides
not only a wireless IP-compatible PHY, but also a number of well-standardised
mechanisms for gaining access to a network.
Why is there no equivalent for low power wireless? The combination of 6LoWPAN with
802.15.4 mesh networking PHY extends IP to low-power wireless mesh-connected
nodes, but an application using this combination must make many choices about
network configuration, use of other protocols, and access to the network, limiting its use
to application-specific networks. These networks can only be sold and deployed as part
of the application that uses them.
The goal of Thread is to standardise all these choices in a way that is acceptable to as
many applications as possible, and provide a consumer brand and product certification
mechanism that guarantees interoperability to end users, just as the Wi-Fi Alliance does.
Thread specifically targets home consumer applications, but it is worth observing that
this is exactly the market Wi-Fi started in also, and it has gone on to conquer the world.
These choices include
 Supports any application that uses IP
 6LoWPAN header compression and mesh header.
 A maximum of 64 routing nodes, each addressing up to 1024 edge nodes. This
is a consequence of the choice of routing algorithm.
 MLE neighbour and network management [MLE], DHCPv6 (RFC3315,
RFC5007) and SLAAC to replace ND
 Mesh routing takes place at L2, beneath the IP layer. At IP layer all routers are
on a single link.
 Routers can route directly to other routers – not all traffic has to pass through the
root of the routing tree as in RPL
 No single point of failure. Any router can act as “leader node” for co-ordination
purposes.
The stated intention of the Thread Group is to take the specification to the IETF once
complete for adoption (and revision) as an RFC, the Thread Group becoming a
certification and branding organisation.
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Figure 8 Thread example mesh network and cloud connectivity

Thread defines an extensive set of security protocols and commissioning methods that
focus on the home domain.
MAC-layer security (AES-CCM with 32b MIC) is based on a periodically-rotated
802.15.4 network key. Password-based authentication [J-PAKE] is used for joining
nodes at the access point and a mobile device can be used as a commissioning tool.
Enabling battery-operated devices and achieving a far lower power consumption than
the (competing) Wi-Fi technology are main aims of Thread. Sleeping routers are not
possible. However, edge nodes can sleep.
Thread comprises specific protocols to avoid the existence of a single point of failure in
a Thread network. If a device acting in a specific role fails, another device can take over
seamlessly.

3.2 Low Power Radio
IEEE standard 802.15.4 [IEEE802.15.4-2011] has become the ubiquitous low power
radio technology to be used in Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs). IEEE
802.15.4 standard defines PHY and MAC layer specification with primary focus on low
power, low cost and low bandwidth. The standard conceives a communication range of
10m and 250 Kbit/s of network bandwidth. However, lower transfer rates are also
possible with further reduction on the consumed power.
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IEEE 802.15.4 can be compared with other ubiquitous wireless technology used in Local
Area Networks (LANs) standardised as IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi). The Wi-Fi technology
offers higher network bandwidth and higher communication range, but requires more
power.
Typically the size of packets that can be carried by low power radios is low. For example,
the size of IEEE 802.15.4 frame is 127 bytes. This restriction makes it impossible to
directly send IP packets on these low power radios. To overcome this restriction, IETF
has defined an adaption layer known as 6LoWPAN between IP and IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
layer. The basic adaption layer is defined in [RFC4944] which is further updated in
[RFC6282] and [RFC6775]. The basic principle of adaption layer is presented in
[RFC4944], which includes frame format and simple stateless header compression,
while [RFC6282] introduces new IP header compression formats LOWPAN_IPHC and
LOWNPAN_NHC. Finally, [RFC6775] describes the optimization for Neighbour
Discovery protocol.

3.3 IPv4/IPv6 Co-existence
Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) uses 32bits to represent IP addresses and offers
approximately 4.3 billion unique IP addresses. With the rapid growth of devices
connected to Internet, depletion of IPv4 address space became a major concern during
1990s. Many new technologies, including Network Address Translation (NAT) and
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) were developed to address the shortage of IPv4
address space. Even with these new technologies designed for better utilisation of
address space, it was predicted that IPv4 address space would be exhausted by late
2000s. In order to define a long-term solution IETF started working on Internet Protocol
version 6 (IPv6), a successor of IPv4 protocol, which was formalized in 1998.
IPv6 provides much larger address space (approximately 3.4x1038) as compared to IPv4
since IPv6 uses 128 bits to represent IP addresses. In addition to this, IPv6 offers
stateless address auto reconfiguration (SLAAC), supports multicasting, but removes
support for broadcast as compared to IPv4, Network Layer security (IPSec), improved
mobile IPv6, jumbograms and privacy extensions. Also, IPv6 enables hierarchical
allocation of addresses to improve routing aggregation and router performances.
Even though IPv6 offers additional features and resolves the limitations of IPv4, it is not
backward compatible with IPv4. This has become the single major weakness of IPv6,
as IPv4 is the predominant Network Layer protocol in the Internet today. To overcome
this incompatibility and in order to be able to deploy IPv6 alongside IPv4, IETF has
defined different translation technologies like NAT64 [RFC6146] and tunnelling IPv6
packets through IPv4 infrastructure [RFC7059]. Despite the availability of these
technologies, the deployment rate of IPv6 is lower than anticipated. Only few of major
Internet Service Providers have started offering IPv6 connectivity using tunnelling
technology, which has resulted in island of IPv6 networks lacking native IPv6 network
connectivity between them.
The current deployment rate of IPv6 and its backward incompatibility with IPv4 indicate
that IPv6 and IPv4 protocols would coexist for considerable amount of time.

3.4 Hardware
Typically, the sensors are constrained devices with low processing power, low memory
and may be powered by battery or even Self-powered. Most of the low resource devices
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support wireless connectivity so that it can be installed in the desired location in the
building and then connectivity can be achieved by setting up a wireless mesh network.
In order to preserve the energy, these devices will be in sleep mode for longer duration
(about 90% of their duty cycle). This results in sleepy end devices being not reachable
to peer devices in mesh networks as well as devices/servers in external networks.
In a mesh network, the Border Routers are edge devices, which are responsible for
creating, maintaining and providing external connectivity to the mesh network. As the
physical medium used for mesh and external networks may be different, the Border
Routers should be capable of supporting multiple PHYs. As sleepy end nodes are
disconnected from network while they are in sleep mode, the Border Router should be
able to act as their proxy. A Border Router should contain sufficient processing power
and resources in order to be a proxy device.
OpenAIS defines three device classes’ namely Low, Medium and Full resource devices
[OpenAIS_D2.1]. Typically, the end nodes (sensors and actuators) are Low-resource
devices with built-in wireless connectivity. The Border Routers MUST be at least a
Medium-resource devices as they should translate and route packets between mesh
(6LoWPAN) and IPv6 network and also act as proxy for sleepy end nodes.
The Linux Router - one of the hardware components of LPR AP MUST be a Fullresource device as it should be capable of running Linux or a Linux like operating
system. Being a Full-resource device, it will handle the resource and processor hungry
features like firewall, remote logging, remote control and tunnelling. These features
enable easy integration of wireless mesh networks into existing IT infrastructure.
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4 REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
This chapter introduces the reference architecture for Low Power Radio Access Point.
It beings with an in-depth description of “Protocol Stack” used by LPR AP. The section
“Block Diagram” depicts the high level overview of LPR AP and describes a set of
requirements that should be satisfied by the Border Router hardware and network stack
running on the Border Router. Furthermore, the features of the Linux Router that enables
easy integration of OpenAIS network into existing IT network are presented in section
“Linux Router”. The topology of OpenAIS lighting network is described in sections
“Network Topology” and “Physical Topology”. The Authentication and Authorization
framework used by the LPR AP is described in section “Authentication and
Authorization”. The final section “Legacy IPv4 Networks Interfacing” describes the
translation technologies used for supporting IPv4 backbone networks.

4.1 Protocol Stack
Protocol stack represents a layered arrangement of different network protocols. Each
layer in protocol stack offers services to the layers above. Layered approach enables
lower layers to abstract certain complexities from upper layers. For instance, application
layer need not be aware of physical medium used for communication. With this
approach, it is possible to run the same application on wired as well as wireless devices.
Figure 9 shows the selected protocol stack for the Border Router and the Linux Router.
In order to support both wired and wireless devices the default Network Layer protocol
chosen for OpenAIS is IPv6, so any IPv6 supporting network stack can be selected for
the Border Router. The stack MUST support requirements mentioned in
[OpenAIS_D2.3] for network joining. The chosen stack for the Linux Router should be
capable of handling both IPv6 and IPv4. The rationale behind dual stack requirement is
to support legacy IPv4 backbone networks. OpenAIS defines a set of requirements for
PHY/MAC [OpenAIS_D2.3] to ensure interoperability across vendor devices based on
different PHY/MAC technologies. Thus, the PHY/MAC technology selected for the
Border Router MUST supports these requirements. The PHY/MAC layer of the Linux
Router can either be SLIP over UART/USB-CDC or Ethernet to communicate with the
Border Router. In addition, the Linux Router MUST support PHY/MAC layer used by
backbone network.
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LPR AP will use UDP and TCP as Transport Layer protocols on top of IP layer. Both the
Border Router and the Linux Router should support UDP protocol and additionally the
Linux Router should also support TCP protocol. UDP is a lightweight, connectionless
protocol that imposes lower overhead on bandwidth. However, it is unreliable with
respect to packet delivery. It is well suited for constrained network provided application
layer protocols specify retransmission mechanism to ensure packet delivery. TCP is a
heavyweight, connection-oriented protocol that supports reliable packet delivery and
flow control. The applications that require reliable communication use TCP. For
example, HTTP application protocol uses TCP to deliver web services. The choice of
transport protocol is highly influenced by the choice of application protocol. For instance,
CoAP application protocol defined for constrained devices uses UDP as Transport Layer
protocol to send/receive CoAP request and responses.
In order to secure communication in OpenAIS network and also to avoid eavesdropping,
DTLS and TLS security protocol SHOULD be used to encrypt network data. The Border
Router SHOULD support DTLS so that mesh network data can be encrypted and the
Linux Router SHOULD support both TLS and DTLS in order to securely deliver the
services offered by the Linux Router using TLS. The security model for OpenAIS is
described in [OpenAIS_D2.3].
The Linux Router SHOULD support Application Layer protocols like SNMP or
NETCONF to enable re-configuration of the LPR AP. Additionally it SHOULD also
support HTTP/S to enable web GUI. The Border Router SHOULD support CoAP, which
is the Application Layer protocol for constrained devices.
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Finally Authentication and Authorization framework described in section 4.5 is used to
authenticate IT administrators before allowing them to access the services provided by
LPR AP.

4.2 Block Diagram
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End node
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Figure 10 Low Power Radio Access Point Architecture

Figure 10 shows the architecture of Low Power Radio Access Point (LPR AP) and a
wired and wireless network of sensors and actuators. The architecture is similar to WiFi access point that provides wireless connectivity to Wi-Fi devices. As shown in Figure
10, it consists of two embedded boards, a wireless mesh Border Router and a Linux
Router. The Border Router is an edge node in wireless mesh network that is responsible
for creating, maintaining the network and also providing external connectivity to that
network. The Linux Router provides additional features expected from an access point
like VLAN support, authentication and authorisation services, network management and
logging, firewall and wireless mesh network management. The devices communicate
with each other using SLIP protocol running over either UART/USB-CDC or Ethernet
physical medium.

4.2.1 Wireless Mesh Networks
A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a network consisting of wireless devices arranged
in mesh topology. Typically a WMN consists of end devices (sleepy or non-sleepy),
routers and Border Routers. It provides resilient network connectivity within WMNs, as
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there is more than one route available to destination. If a router fails, then the messages
will be routed towards destination via neighbouring routers. However, WMNs are
susceptible to single point of failure as a typical WMN will only have one Border Router
and if it fails then WMN are isolated from the external world.

4.2.2 End devices
In WMN, end devices are the primary source of information. For instance, a presence
sensor will send multicast messages to a control object when the sensor value crosses
a threshold. The control object will in turn send a multicast message to actuators. Upon
receiving the multicast message, the actuator will send a control signal to a light point or
a HVAC depending on the configuration. The end devices may also be sleepy devices
and they always rely on parent nodes to route the messages. If a parent node is not
reachable then the end node will select a different neighbouring router as its parent.

4.2.3 Mesh Network Routers
Typically, mesh network routers are “always-on” devices and they are more powerful in
terms of processing power and memory in contrast to end devices. They are responsible
for maintaining reachability information and also regularly exchange routing cost with
other routers in the network. In addition, they provide routing service to end nodes and
also participate in the commissioning process to facilitate communication between a
commissioning device and a joining node.

4.2.4 Border Router
A Border Router is an edge router in a WMN that forwards packets between WMN and
an external network. Typically a Border Router contains multiple Physical Layer
interfaces and a network stack that supports translation and routing of packets between
WMN and an external network. For example, consider a scenario where a mesh network
is formed by IEEE 802.15.4 based radio devices and IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) radio is used
as physical medium by the external network and IPv6 is used as convergence layer to
communicate across these wireless networks. In this case, the Border Router will have
both IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11 radio interfaces and IPv6 stack that supports
6LoWPAN adaption layer.
However, as shown in the architecture of LPR AP (Figure 10) the Border Router is not
directly connected to the external network, instead it is connected to a Linux Router. The
Border Router communicates with the external network with the help of the Linux Router.
The motivation behind this two-board design is to achieve OpenAIS envisioned
PHY/MAC independence for OpenAIS wireless network and also to enable rapid
development of LPR AP using off-the-shelf hardware and software.
Even though OpenAIS architecture selects preferred PHY/MAC for non-constrained
(Wired - Ethernet/PoE and Wireless - Wi-Fi) and constrained (Wireless - IEEE 802.15.4
with 6LoWPAN and Thread) networks, it doesn’t preclude the use of any standard PHY
technology that satisfies the minimum PHY requirements specified in [OpenAIS_D2.3].
In order to achieve PHY/MAC independent design, a hardware abstraction layer in the
form of a Linux Router is introduced in LPR AP architecture. The Border Router is
responsible for co-ordinating and managing WMNs and the Linux Router provides
additional features expected from access points by IT administrators like authentication
and authorisation services, remote logging, firewall and wireless mesh network
management. This approach allows seamless communication across WMNs that are
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based on different PHYs as the Border Router manages the communication issues
related to dissimilar WMNs and provides an unified IPv6 communication interface.
As OpenAIS is independent of PHY/MAC, LPR AP architecture doesn’t enforce the use
of a particular Border Router or a network stack; instead it defines a minimum set of
requirements for the Border Router hardware and network stack to ensure reliable and
secure operation.
4.2.4.1 PHY/MAC Layer
The PHY/MAC Layer facing the mesh networks MUST support the requirements defined
for network joining and PHY/MAC Layer in [OpenAIS_D2.3]. In addition to this the Border
Router SHOULD support one of the following PHY/MAC technologies in order to
communicate with the Linux Router.
 IEEE 802.3 – Ethernet
IEEE 802.3 standard defines physical and medium access control layer of
Ethernet. Ethernet is a wired technology predominantly used in Local Area
Networks to transport IP datagrams. However, it can be used in Point-to-Point
communication as well. Ethernet was primarily designed to carry IP datagrams,
so datagrams can be sent over Ethernet without any adaption.
 Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART)
UART is a hardware device typically used in serial communication. Most of the
microcontrollers available today include UARTs. It is not possible to directly send
IPv6 packets over UART. However, an encapsulation mechanism for IP packets
called SLIP – Serial Line Internet Protocol [RFC1055] was defined to send IP
packets over serial interfaces. If UART is used to communicate with the Linux
Router then SLIP protocol MUST be supported on both devices.
 USB CDC Virtual COM port
USB Communication Class Device can be configured to present itself as a serial
device to the USB host. USB CDC emulates serial communication over USB
medium. If the Border Router acts as a USB CDC to communicate with the Linux
Router then the SLIP protocol MUST be supported on both devices.
4.2.4.2 Network Layer
The Network Layer is the third layer in the OSI reference model. The Network Layer is
responsible for routing the IP packet across IP network boundaries. In order to
participate in the IP network every device should have a unique IP address associated
with it. Internet Protocol (IP) operating at the Network Layer is responsible for the
addressing and routing of IP packets from source to destination. There exists two
versions of IP protocol namely, legacy Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) and Internet
Protocol Version 6 (IPv6).
The addressing and routing in the OpenAIS lighting network will be based on IPv6.
Hence, the Network Layer should support IPv6 communication natively or with the help
of an adaption layer like 6LoWPAN [RFC4944]. In addition it supporst the following
requirements:


Global Unicast Addresses (GUA)
The network stack SHOULD assign at least one global IPv6 address to the
Border Router, so that it can participate in the OpenAIS network and also in IPv6
infrastructure.
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Unique Local Address (ULA)
If GUAs are not available, for example, in case of standalone networks then the
network stack SHOULD assign at least one ULA address to the Border Router
and the scope of these addresses should be limited to site scope.



Link-Local Address
The Border Routers SHOULD automatically configure Link-local addresses as
described in [RFC4862].



Routing
Routing is the process of forwarding IP packets from source to destination. The
classification of routing algorithms in WMNs is based on the layer at which
routing decisions are made. Mesh-under routing – the packets are routed at
layer 2 (Link Layer) with the help of mesh headers. Route-over routing – IP
headers are used to route the packets at layer 3 (Network Layer).
In mesh-under routing, all nodes within a PAN are one IP hop away from each
other. In this case routing and forwarding happens at the Link Layer based on
mesh header. A source sending a packet includes both source and destination
addresses in the mesh header and then sends it to neighbouring node. After
receiving the packet, the Link Layer will evaluate if the destination address
matches its own address, if so then the packet is sent to the IP layer. If not, then
the packet is forwarded towards the destination as per the information in the
mesh header. In case of fragmented packets, intermediate nodes forward each
fragment separately without storing them. Only the destination node will
assemble the fragments and forwards it to the IP layer if all the fragments are
received without any errors.
In route-over routing each Link Layer hop is an IP hop. In this case the IP header
is used for routing and forwarding the packets and the routing decisions are
made at the Network Layer. A source sending a packet includes both source
and destination addresses in IP header and then send it to neighbouring node.
After receiving the packet, the Network Layer will evaluate if the destination
address matches its own address, if so then the packet is sent to the Transport
Layer. If not, then the packet is forwarded towards the destination as per the
information in the IP header. In case of fragmented packets, intermediate nodes
use store and forward instead of just forwarding fragmented packets. The Link
Layer will store the fragmented packets received and forward it to the Network
Layer once the complete packet is received. Then the Network Layer decides
either to route the packet towards the destination node or to the Transport Layer
depending on the information present in the IP header.
The routing mechanism chosen for WMN SHOULD support

o

Multi-hop routing
In order to communicate with wireless nodes that are more than one hop
away from the Border Router multi-hop routing SHOULD be supported.

o

Neighbour discovery
Neighbour discovery described in [RFC4861] SHOULD be supported.
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o

Duplicate Address Detection
Duplicate address detection described in [RFC4862] SHOULD be
supported for all UNICAST addresses.

4.2.4.3 Transport Layer
The Transport Layer is the fourth layer of the OSI reference model. The protocols
operating at the Transport Layer provides end-to-end services to applications. It is the
first layer at which end hosts can transparently establish a link between each other and
exchange information. The layers below the Transport Layer are responsible for
transmission, error correction and routing of packet data. The prominent protocols of
the Transport Layer are User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP).
UDP provides connection-less services, while TCP provides
connection-oriented services.
All communications in the OpenAIS network are based on UDP. Therefore, the
Transport Layer in the Border Router MUST implement the UDP protocol
[OpenAIS_D2.3].
4.2.4.4 Session Layer and Presentation Layer
The Session Layer is 5th and the Presentation Layer is 6th layer of the OSI reference
model. The Session Layer handles opening, closing and managing of sessions between
applications running on different hosts. The Presentation Layer handles the
representation/conversion of information exchanged between hosts that use different
data formats. With the help of the Presentation Layer applications that use different
formats to represent data can communicate with each other without any data translation
on either application.
The Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) protocol secures the data from
applications that use the UDP protocol for communication. DTLS is based on well-known
security protocol Transport Security protocol (TLS) that provides security for the
application data sent over TCP protocol. DTLS is designed to allow communication
between two hosts by identifying and authenticating each other and also to prevent
eavesdropping of data exchanged between hosts.
All communications in the OpenAIS network are based on UDP and the unicast traffic
between devices and device-server is secured by DTLS. Application Layer security [ace]
is used to secure multicast traffic in the OpenAIS network.
The network stack MUST support DTLS to secure unicast messages.
4.2.4.5 Application Layer
The Application Layer is at the top of the OSI reference model. There is a subtle
difference between the Application Layer and applications used by end-users. The
protocols of the Application Layer provide services to applications, which act as frontend utilities to end-users allowing them to access network services.
The Application Layer MUST support CoAP protocol used for device-to-device
communication. In addition, it MUST support Discovery and Wireless Mesh Network
Management [4.2.6].
4.2.4.5.1

Discovery
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Discovery is the process of finding devices in the OpenAIS network, the resources
present in those devices and the services offered by those devices. The discovery
mechanism allows a commissioning device to identify the Border Router present in the
OpenAIS network. After discovery, the commissioning device will try to establish a
secure connection to become the authenticated commissioner for the OpenAIS network
or a segment. Authenticated commissioner can discover and add OpenAIS devices to
the lighting network. The discovery process is explained in detail in [OpenAIS_D2.3].
The Application Layer MUST support the discovery mechanism.

4.2.5 Linux Router
The Linux Router is one of the hardware components of LPR AP as illustrated in Figure
10. It is a full resource device [OpenAIS_D2.3] capable of running Linux or Linux like
operating systems. As shown in Figure 10, the Linux Router is connected to the Border
Router either using UART/USB-CDC or Ethernet and the data is exchanged using the
SLIP protocol in former and using the IP protocol in latter. The Linux Router MUST
support physical medium used by the Border Router to backhaul the traffic from the
mesh network.
From the perspective of IT administrators, the Linux Router implements all of the IT
requirements and policies, there by abstracting the technology used in the mesh network
underneath. This hardware design enables the IT administrators to effectively manage
various mesh networks. Thus, with the combination of a Linux Router and a Border
Router (LPR AP), the mesh network based on any well-defined mesh technology can
be integrated into existing IT infrastructure.
The preferred operating system for the Linux Router is OpenWrt. However, any flavour
of Linux kernel that has strong networking support can also be used. OpenWrt is a
customized operating system designed to run most of the routers. It is based on Linux
kernel and optimized to run of limited resource embedded devices to route the network
traffic. OpenWrt can run on any hardware supported by Linux kernel. OpenWrt provides
multiple interfaces to configure the system: command line interface through SSH and
web interface through LuCI. It also includes most of the IT requirements in the form
configurable packages.
4.2.5.1 Network Integration
The OpenAIS lighting network will consist of both wired and wireless devices. In order
to connect wired devices to the IT infrastructure, they MUST support the standards
widely used in backbone networks such as VLAN (802.1q) and PNAC (802.1x). If a wired
device does not support these standards then it SHOULD be connected to LPR AP’s
Linux Router.
Most of the IT backbone networks are wired networks based on Ethernet. The packets
from the wireless mesh network cannot be directly transmitted onto the wired medium.
LPR AP acts a bridge between wireless mesh network and wired backbone network and
supports the standards that most of the IT backbone networks use.
4.2.5.2 Remote Management Interface
Most of the commercial access point/router available in market or any custom built router
(using OpenWrt or alike) will contain a default/factory configuration that will setup
different elements of the router when powered. However, these routers typically expose
a management interface either through web GUI or command line interface that can be
used to monitor the current state of router or update the configurations.
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Similar to commercial access points, LPR AP will be loaded with a default configuration.
It will also provide a management interface to monitor the current state of LPR AP, to
update firewall rules, to reconfigure the behaviour of the Linux Router and mesh
networks parameters. The Management interface can be accessed either using
Command Line or Web GUI. The Linux Router is responsible for implementing the
management interface.
A Web interface is easy to use, more intuitive and provides a graphical view of the
current system state including system logs, firewall rules and configuration. The web
GUI can be accessed using any of the web browsers. The secured web interface can
be accessed using the web address https://<LPR_AP_IP_ADDRESS>:443. Access to
the web interface SHOULD be secured by default and IT administrators and maintainers
will need valid credentials to login to the system.
LPR AP supports command-line access using the SSH protocol [RFC4253]. IT
administrators and maintainers can login to LPR AP from any terminal program with
SSH
protocol
support
using
the
command
“ssh
<adminaccount>@<LPR_AP_IP_ADDRESS>”.
Figure 11 shows different components of the web remote management interface. The
components marked in grey are part of the OpenWrt operating system and they provide
the base framework for the web interface. The Linux Router SHOULD implement the
components marked in purple colour (Firewall and System Log). OpenWrt has a built-in
web framework called LuCI (Lua Configuration Interface) that provides APIs to extend
the web interface. The modules marked in purple colour can utilize the APIs provided by
LuCI to deliver web pages for Firewall and System Log.

Linux Router
LuCI
UCI
Firewall
(iptables)

uHTTPd

System Log

Figure 11 Remote Management Interface
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4.2.5.2.1

Configuration Interface

LPR AP will be pre-loaded with a default/factory configuration containing basic
configuration in the form of default values for static IP address, VLAN configuration,
wired, Thread network parameters, system logs and firewall rules. This default/factory
configuration enables IT administrators and maintainers to start using the LPR AP
without any reconfiguration. However, as described in the previous section, the
management interface can be used to reconfigure aforementioned configuration values
except the Thread network parameters. The Mesh network management is described in
section 4.2.6 and can be used to modify the Thread network parameters.
Additionally, the configuration interface can be accessed using the command-line
management interface. IT administrators and maintainers can login to LPR AP from any
terminal program with SSH protocol support. If login is successful, then different system
resources can be accessed/modified. For example, accessing LPR AP system logs
(Section 4.2.5.5.1) and changing the configurations of the router.
4.2.5.3 Firewall
A firewall is a network security system designed to prevent unauthorized access to the
internal network by monitoring and controlling inbound and outbound traffic based on a
predefined set of firewall rules. Firewall systems are categorised into Hardware or
Software systems based on the component processing the packet data. However, a
combination of Hardware and Software firewall is also possible. Typically, a firewall acts
as a barrier between trusted and untrusted networks. For instance, the private network
(trusted) of an organisation is protected by firewall system that allows only legitimate
inbound or outbound traffic to public network (the Internet).
In general, the Border Routers are expected to provide packet filtering and protection of
WMN. However, in the OpenAIS lighting network the Linux Router handles this
responsibility, as it is a more powerful device than the Border Router and allows
complicated firewall rule setup. Also, the Linux Router is the ideal component to
implement firewall rules as it is directly connected to the external network. The firewall
system in the Linux Router SHALL be a software firewall and can be implemented using
iptables framework available in most of Linux distributions. The packet filtering and
network protection MAY follow the recommendations in [RFC4864].
Considering the limited bandwidth of the OpenAIS wireless network and power
constraint devices, the Linux Router should provide rate limiting in order to limit amount
of traffic originating from external networks to avoid Denial of Service attacks. However,
the outbound traffic originating from the OpenAIS network should not be affected by rate
limit rules to ensure end-to-end communication between OpenAIS devices and devices
on external networks.
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Figure 12 LPR AP Firewall Setup

4.2.5.4 IPv6/IPv4 Translation Technologies
The OpenAIS lighting network will be installed in office buildings that might already have
an IT infrastructure in place. As of today, most of the IT backbone networks are based
on the legacy IPv4 protocol. However, OpenAIS networks will use the IPv6 protocol for
communication. As described in section 3.3, it might be possible that even by year 2020,
office IT networks may still be based on IPv4. As IPv4 and IPv6 protocols are not
compatible with each other, the data packets from the OpenAIS network cannot be
directly sent on the backbone network. IETF working groups have defined different
translation technologies like NAT64/DNS64 [RFC6146] and IPv6-over-IPv4 Tunnel
Mechanisms [RFC7059] to send IPv6 packets over IPv4 infrastructure either by Network
Layer header translation or tunnelling IPv6 packets in IPv4 packets. The section 4.9
describes the available IPv6/IPv4 translation solutions and their limitations.
4.2.5.5 Authentication, Authorization and Accounting
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) is a framework defined to control
the access to the resources on a remote server by enforcing policies and also to capture
the usage statistics for individual users.
The first process in the AAA framework is Authentication, which allows both remote
server and user to identify each other. The authentication mechanism is used to ensure
that the user is allowed to access the resources on the server, at the same time allowing
the user to validate credentials provided by the server. Typically, the server
authenticates the user based on user id and password provided by user during
connection establishment. However, other methods like public/private keys can also be
used for user authentication.
If authentication is successful then the next process is Authorization. For every operation
performed (For example, accessing a resource) by the user, the server evaluates if the
user is allowed to execute that operation. Usually, authorization is evaluated along with
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the authentication process when user tries to login to server. If a user is authenticated
then the server is aware of list of operations that can be executed by the user.
Authentication and Authorization mechanism for LPR AP is described in section 4.5.
The last part of the AAA framework is accounting, which captures the usage information
depending on the configuration of the server. The accounting concept for LPR PA is
described in next section.
4.2.5.5.1

Remote Logging

Logging is the process of capturing and storing system information as per the
configuration. Typically, log files created by process are stored on local media. However,
it is possible to securely store the logs on a remote log server or securely extract the
logs from local media.
LPR AP supports remote logging that allows system logs to be stored either on local
media or on a remote syslog server. It is possible to configure the system log through
the management interface. Following are the available configuration options:






System Log buffer Size – Defines the size of the buffer used for logging.
External system log server – Defines the name or ip address of the external
syslog server.
External system log server port – Defines the port number for the connection.
External system log server protocol – Defines the transport layer protocol to be
used.
Write system log to file – If a location and file name is specified then the system
log will be written to that file (Eg: /logs/system.log).

The logs from LPR AP can be securely copied to a remote machine through command
line interface and executing SCP command on remote machine.
Eg:
scp –r <adminaccount>@<LPR_AP_IP_ADDRESS>:/logs/system.log”.
The format of the log file is based on a standard syslog format and by default contains
the general system information, warning and errors. Optionally, following information
can be recorded in the log file.





Network prefix, Linux Router network interface addresses, kernel routing table
and Border Router network interface address
Tunnel or NAT64/DNS64 information
Messages sent and received on backhaul interface including header and data
Messages sent and received on wireless interface including header and data

4.2.6 Mesh Network Management
One of the goals of the OpenAIS architecture is to bring IP to end nodes in professional
lighting systems, in contrast to the existing lighting solutions that use proprietary
protocols. Most of the office buildings will have IT infrastructure to support
communication between hosts and servers. With IP as the Network Layer protocol,
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OpenAIS lighting network can be easily integrated into the IT backbone network (wired
and wireless) for information exchange. Due to this, it is very much essential to have
control over the mesh network parameters that could affect other parts of the IT
infrastructure. The configurable parameters of the mesh network are listed below






PAN ID
Personal Area Network Identifier is a unique 16-bit number that is used to
identify a particular PAN network and is shared by all nodes in that network.
PAN ID is primarily used to filter out the traffic from other mesh networks at the
MAC layer. The Border Router chooses a random 16-bit identifier during mesh
network formation.
Radio Channel
The radio channel defines the frequency of radio waves used to transmit/receive
data over the air. For example, IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines channel 11 –26
(16 channels) for 2.4 GHz frequency band with each channel separated by
5MHz.
Network Addressing
In IPv6 networks, IP addresses are represented as a combination of prefix and
interface identifier. The width of the prefix and the interface identifier is 64-bit. A
/64 prefix only allows a single IPv6 network formation. However, a lower length
prefix can be used to build IPv6 subnets. For instance, 256 subnets can be
formed using a /56 prefix.

Figure 13 shows the block diagram of the Mesh network management. The
management process described in this section is based on the Thread stack. It is the
process of on-boarding new nodes onto the network and modifying the parameters of
the existing network [thread-comm]. The Thread mobile application is the external
commissioner that enables the IT administrators to add new nodes to the network and
update the network parameters according the IT policies. The Border Router advertises
the Thread network using the DNS-SD and mDNS protocols. The Linux Router forwards
those advertisements to the backbone network with the help of AVAHI daemon. The
Thread mobile application lists the Thread networks based on the
DNS-SD advertisements and the IT administrators can choose the desired network from
that list and start adding nodes to that network or update the parameters.
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Figure 13 Mesh Network Management

4.3 Network Topology
Network topology is a graphical depiction of the arrangement of various elements
(nodes, routers, cables, etc.) of a network. Network topology can be categorised into
two groups namely Physical topology and Logical topology depending on the information
represented in them. Physical topology illustrates the location of different network
devices and types of connection between them, whereas logical topology shows
information flow throughout the network. There are eight basic network topologies: pointto-point, mesh, star, bus, circular, ring tree and daisy chain.

4.3.1 OpenAIS Wireless Network
4.3.1.1 Mesh networks
Mesh networks provide robust network connectivity to radio systems by enabling more
than one route between different nodes. For example, if a node fails, then mesh
networks forward packet through one or more intermediate nodes. The router nodes are
responsible for constantly updating and maintaining routing and reachability to other
nodes to ensure mesh is always connected. The sleepy nodes in the network can only
send packets and they are not capable of routing packets.
The network topology of OpenAIS wireless networks is illustrated in Figure 14. The
preferred topology for OpenAIS wireless network is the mesh topology. However,
wireless network can be based other network topologies like the star topology as well.
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As shown in Figure 14, a typical OpenAIS mesh network consists of Thread/6LoWPAN
leaf nodes (sensors), Thread/6LoWPAN routers (Luminaires) and LPR AP. The number
of nodes in a mesh network depends on L1-L3 chosen for the nodes. Typically, a
6LoWPAN or Thread mesh network supports around 250 nodes. The leaf nodes do not
support routing protocols; instead they always rely on their parents to send data packets.
The Thread/6LoWPAN routers (Luminaires) acts as parents to leaf nodes and they are
responsible for routing the packets within mesh network. LPR AP act as an edge node
and provides connectivity to the external network.

Figure 14 Network Topology – Wireless Network

4.3.2 OpenAIS Wired Network
Figure 15 shows the network topology of the OpenAIS wired network. A typical wired
network consists of sensors (wall switch, dim switch, etc.) and Luminaires that only
support wired network and LPR AP.
To enable seamless communication between OpenAIS wired and wireless networks,
LPR AP acts a bridge between them and does the necessary packet translation. It uses
the IT backbone network to send data across these network boundaries. If the backbone
network uses VLAN (802.1q) and PNAC (802.1x) to secure traffic and if a wired device
does not support these standards then it SHOULD be connected to LPR AP’s Linux
Router.
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Figure 15 Network Topology – Wired Network

4.4 Physical Topology
As described in the previous section the Network topology can be depicted either
physically or logically. In this section we present the Physical topology, which refers to
the arrangement of devices in a network. It is a graphical description of the physical
location of the devices and the physical medium used to connect those devices.
Figure 16 shows the physical topology of the OpenAIS lighting network designed for two
rooms (ROOM 1 and ROOM 2) and a corridor. The topology shows different OpenAIS
devices (sensor, luminaires and LPR AP) and the physical medium (wireless and wired)
used to connect them.
As shown in Figure 16, wireless devices (presence sensor and luminaires) in ROOM 1
and ROOM 2 form a multi-hop mesh network with LPR AP acting as an edge router.
LPR AP is connected to the IT backbone network through a wired interface and provides
backbone network access to the mesh network. The communication within the mesh
network is based on mesh routing protocol; Luminaires and LPR AP provide routing
facility within the mesh network. Consider an example of multicast message sent by a
presence sensor. When the presence sensor located at the entrance of ROOM 1 detects
a movement, it sends out a multicast message (control commands) to control object on
Luminaires so that they can set their dim level to a pre-configured value. Initially the
parent node (luminaire) receives the multicast message. As it is one of the listeners of
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that multicast address it will execute the control command sent in the multicast message.
Luminaires are responsible for routing within the mesh network; therefore they will
forward the multicast message towards other downstream luminaires.
The dim switch present in ROOM 1 has only a wired interface, hence it cannot directly
send multicast messages (control commands) to luminaires in the mesh network.
However, it can send the control command to LPR AP with the help of the backbone
network. After receiving the commands, LPR AP will perform the necessary translation
before forwarding it to the mesh network. Luminaires will execute the received command
and also forward the multicast message towards downstream luminaires.

Figure 16 Physical Topology

4.5 Authentication and Authorization
Network administrators frequently need to configure LPR AP and to avoid unauthorized
access these LPR APs demand authentication and authorization prior to give these
administrators access. A frequently used tool for configuring Linux-based gateways is
via the use of the secure shell (SSH).
SSH, as described in [RFC4253], establishes a secure communication channel between
a ssh client (typically residing on a laptop or a desktop machine) and the ssh daemon
running on the LPR AP. Authentication of the user is then accomplished using username
and password on-top of the established SSH communication session.
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Two types of approaches are possible for offering authentication and authorization to
these gateway devices whereby the two mechanisms make different assumptions. We
will refer to those two mechanisms as
1. Local Account Solution
2. SSO Solution
The following subsections below describe the two mechanisms.

4.5.1 Local Account Solution
In the local account solution LPR APs are pre-provisioned with regular Linux accounts
for administrators. The file system permissions are configured in such a way that the
different administrators have access to the respective parts of the file system.
With multiple LPR APs it will become necessary to automate the task to update
configuration files, including username and passwords. This can be accomplished with
the use of secure copy (SCP), which also builds on SSH usage.
The distinct property of this solution is the need to provision accounts for all
administrators locally on each of the gateways.
It is furthermore assumed that LPR APs come pre-provisioned with an account to start
the provisioning process.
The architecture is shown graphically below.

Figure 17 Local Account Solution

4.5.2 SSO Solution
As an alternative solution account credentials are not stored locally on LPR APs but
instead maintained in a central repository. This solution makes use of the Application
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Bridging for Federated Access Beyond Web (ABFAB) work from the IETF. The ABFAB
architecture is described in [arch] and shown graphically in Figure 18.

Figure 18 SSO solution using ABFAB

Technically, as shown in Figure 18 the ABFAB architecture relies on three other IETF
specifications, namely the GSS-API, EAP (with EAP methods) and RADIUS. RADIUS is
used to relay requests from a RADIUS client (i.e., the LPR AP in this scenario) and the
RADIUS server (which also acts as an EAP server). The SSH client acts as an EAP peer
and wraps these EAP payloads inside the GSS-API for communication with the LPR AP.
The benefits of this approach are as follows:



Account credentials are only stored at the centralized server.
The LPR AP is agnostic to the authentication mechanism used between the user
and the RADIUS server at the EAP level.
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Some users may use one authentication mechanisms while others use another
one.
Switching from one authentication mechanism to another one can be done
without any changes to the LPR AP.

RADIUS can convey authorization information in response to a successful
authentication attempt although this may not be necessary in the described scenario.
Instead, users could be mapped to pre-provisioned accounts at the LPR AP and the
Linux-based access control mechanisms at the LPR AP could be used.
Similarly to the local account solution where standard SSH & SCP software can be reused software is also available to provide the ABFAB functionality to various
components. The Moonshot project provided such software available for download at
[moonshot]. In particular additional software is necessary at the LPR AP, a RADIUS
server with support for EAP, EAP-TTLS and Channel Bindings, as well as an extension
to device used by the administrator to offer the EAP TTLS implementation. While EAP
supports many EAP methods the use of EAP-TTLS is preferred since it provides a
reasonable level of security as well as the necessary channel binding support.

4.5.3 Summary (SSH)
SSO Solution
SSH, SCP, RADIUS server
plus ABFAB extensions
Password Storage
Local at LPR AP
Centrally
at
RADIUS
server
Ability to change account Updated password files Update at the RADIUS
credentials
distributed to all LPR APs server
Change of authentication Updates necessary to all Update at the EAP peer
mechanism
LPR APs
(device
used
by
administrator) and the EAP
server (RADIUS server)
Requires Software

Local Account Solution
SSH, SCP

4.5.4 HTTP Integration
With local accounts authentication and authorization of users is very similar to the SSH
description with the minor difference that other user account databases are used. The
integration of the GSS-API for user authentication of administrators connecting via a
Web interface is also possible through the usage of the GSS EAP over SPNEGO. The
Microsoft's HTTP Negotiate mechanism [RFC4559] is an example of such an
implementation. This functionality is also included in the Moonshot implementation.
Additionally, it is possible to integrate the GSS-API through a JavaScript interface.
As such, the integration of the GSS-API into HTTP follows the architecture described in
Figure 18.

4.5.5 Recommendation
Section 4.5 outlines two possible solutions for providing authentication and authorization
of access to a LPR AP for administrative purposes. Section 4.5.1 illustrates the use of a
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local account solution and Section 4.5.2 describes a solution that does not require
storage of accounts locally to the access points. Instead credentials and authorization
information is stored centrally at an identity management server (a RADIUS server in
our case).
There are trade-offs between the two solutions and whether the advantages of the SSO
solution described in Section 4.5.2 are significant enough for a given deployment
depends on the size of the deployment. We therefore recommend deploying both
solutions such that small deployments can use the local storage of accounts while larger
deployments make use of the SSO solution.

4.6

Integration with IT processes

Most of the office buildings in which the OpenAIS lighting system will be installed by
2020 will have IT infrastructure in place to enable communication between network
devices like internal servers and workstations. These IT systems are governed by welldefined policies and processes to secure and monitor the communication in the network
and to have control over the users allowed to access the internal IP network and devices
connected to the network. The policy will define and enforce the AAA (Authentication,
Authorization and Accounting) framework used by the IT system to limit the user access
to a particular network or server. The process will define the steps to install, configure
and delete the configurations on network devices and use of state-of-the-heart network
monitoring tools to capture and analyse the network traffic.
OpenAIS lighting networks will use IP as the Network Layer protocol. This enables them
to use the IT backbone network to communicate across multiple subnets and also to
establish connection to the external network. This avoids the need to have a dedicated
lighting backbone network thereby reducing the cost of infrastructure required to install
a new OpenAIS lighting system. However, the OpenAIS network should adhere to the
policies and processes outlined by the IT administrators to be part of IT backbone
network.
LPR AP is the only component of the OpenAIS wireless network that has access to
backbone network. It acts as a bridge and connects the IT backbone and wireless
network. However, wired devices can be directly connected to the backbone network
provide they support standards defined in section 4.2.5.1. If not then those devices
MUST be connected to LPR AP instead of directly connecting them to backbone
network.
In order to enable easy integration of the OpenAIS lighting network into the backbone
network, LPR AP implements the policies and processes defined by IT administrators.
The Authentication and Authorization framework supported by LPR AP is described in
section 4.5 and Accounting is implemented using the remote logging concept described
in section 4.2.5.5.1. The configuration interface defined in section 4.2.5.2.1 supports the
reconfiguration of the OpenAIS wireless network. In addition to this, LPR AP SHOULD
support IETF protocols like SNMP or NETCONF for re-configuration LPR AP and
monitoring of the OpenAIS network.

4.7 Out-of-the-Box Operation
Every OpenAIS wireless device that supports out-of-the-box mode SHOULD contain
pre-shared keys to securely communicate with LPR AP. These security keys MAY be
programmed into the devices during manufacturing or using out of the band techniques
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like NFC. OpenAIS devices that do not contain the security keys MAY not be able to join
restricted networks.
Generally the LPR AP or the Leader is the first mesh node that is powered. After
successful boot-up it will start sending the advertisements for the network, secured by
the pre-shared key. When the end nodes are powered they will scan for the network to
join and gather the network details from the advertisements and join the secure network
as they already have the pre-shared key. However, if the end nodes are powered first,
they will enter the scan mode and continue to be in that mode until the LPR AP or the
leader start sending the advertisements for the secured network.
The OpenAIS wired nodes COULD be connected to the LPR AP using the
switches/routers in the backbone network. During installation phase (Out-of-the-box
mode), the switches/routers SHOULD be configured to forward traffic from
unauthenticated wired nodes to LPR AP if it is destined for mesh network.
The Out-of-the-box mode enables the installer to test and validate the newly installed
devices without commissioning them. It is explained in detail in [OpenAIS_D2.3].

4.8 LPR AP as DataCollector or Area Controller
LPR AP being a central, resource-rich component and capable of running a Linux like
operating system, it is an ideal place to implement certain application layer functions of
the OpenAIS system like DataCollect and Area Control functions. However, these
additional roles of LPR AP are optional and it is up to the vendors to include them as
part of LPR AP.

4.8.1 Data Collector
The Data Collector is a device that implements Data Collect function. The role of Data
Collect function is to collect the data from different OpenAIS devices and pre-process it
to reduce the size of collected data and also to temporarily store pre-processed data
before forwarding it to the final destination. It is possible to configure the sources from
where the data is collected and the final destination to forward the pre-processed data.
Please refer to [OpenAIS_D2.3] for detailed description of Data Collect function.

4.8.2 Area Controller
The Area Controller is a device on which area control function can be deployed. An
example of an area control function is a room control function that listens to all sensor
events in a room and controls all actuators in that room depending on the events
received. Typically area controllers will only have networking capabilities, potentially
drivers or sensors connected.
With area control functions, it is possible to implement stacked control in such a way that
control functions deployed in a room controller can override the control function
deployed in luminaires. Please refer to [OpenAIS_D2.3] for a detailed description of area
control function.

4.9 Legacy IPv4 networks interfacing
The legacy IPv4 network interfacing is described in [OpenAIS_D2.3]. It is included here
for completeness of the document.
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The free pool of IPv4 address space has been depleted few years ago. However, most
of the office buildings in which IPv6 based OpenAIS networks will be deployed might still
have a legacy IPv4 backbone network. The design goal of the IPv6 Network Layer
protocol was to solve limitations of IPv4 protocol and also to add new features, but not
the backward compatibility. Due to this, IPv6 packets cannot be directly routed in IPv4
networks.
OpenAIS recommends the use of transition technologies like tunnelling [RFC7059] and
NAT64/DSN64 [RFC6146] in order to enable easy integration of IPv6 networks with
legacy IPv4 networks.
The NAT64/DNS64 [RFC6146] is an IETF standard to enable IPv6 only hosts to
communicate with IPv4-only server using IPv4-only network. The standard defines
algorithms necessary to transparently translate between IPv6 and IPv4 headers
depending on the direction of communication.
A Low Power Radio Access Point (LPR AP) that connects an IPv6 network to a
backbone network can make use of NAT64/DNS64 to translate IPv6 headers to IPv4
headers in unicast messages sent by an OpenAIS IPv6 end node before sending them
onto to the IPv4 backbone network. This is used to contact legacy IPv4 hosts from Ipv6
only OpenAIS devices and vice versa.
Unicast between two OpenAIS IPv6 devices across an IPv4 backbone can be
implemented using tunnelling [RFC7059] by letting the LPR AP of both subnets set up
a tunnel towards a central tunnel server. In this way, multiple tunnels (one per subnet)
may be setup at a single tunnel server.
To support IPv6 multicast communication between two OpenAIS IPv6 devices in
different subnets, the backbone network that connects them SHOULD natively support
IPV6 routing.
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5 AVAILABILITY
Low power radio access points, available off-the-shelf like Wi-Fi access points for IT
departments to buy and deploy for the use of multiple applications, do not exist today.
They must be designed and built and deployed as part of any low power radio-using
system. So how can the OpenAIS architecture safely rely on such a concept?
In fact, very easily; as long as a well-specified IP-based multi-user radio networking
stack is used such as Thread, and its access points are capable of being operated and
managed by IT groups, the division of responsibilities between lighting (FM) and
networking (IT) is intact regardless of who builds, supplies and installs the system. An
OpenAIS partner may design, build and install its own access points as part of its line of
products and services, and even network them together. The networking portion can still
be handed over to end-user IT, even though the procurement process may not have
been driven by them. This is entirely within the competence of OpenAIS partners, so the
architecture is deliverable by them under any conditions from purely IT-driven
networking infrastructure to purely lighting-installer-driven networking infrastructure.
This does not undermine the division of responsibility between lighting and networking;
rather it is the lighting installer playing a twin role as network installer.
In an ideal future, however, LPRAPs would become a standard part of the product line
of networking equipment manufacturers, and of IT networking groups’ infrastructure
planning and responsibilities. Lighting and other smart building businesses would not
have to concern themselves with networking at all. How likely is this to become true?
This represents a very large-scale techno-economic shift that is difficult to predict and
nearly impossible to force. If it happens, it may be around 6LoWPAN/Thread or it might
be built on a different technology, e.g. Bluetooth Low Energy or WiFi. It needs demand
from IT departments and supply from networking equipment OEMs. It can be helped
along through evangelism, demonstrations of business value, availability of necessary
technology and reference designs.
The mbed OS IOT software platform for embedded devices includes a leading Thread
implementation that is being actively developed alongside the Thread specification itself.
It also includes Border Router functionality, and access point control of such Border
Routers.
One key output of our work in OpenAIS is a an access point reference design - a
software and hardware project showing what is required of such a device technically to
fulfil the overall IT-integration requirement, and a working example of how to build one.
Simply by proving that it can be done, the premise made less risky and more adoptable
by those who come after. By providing an actual open-source implementation, it assists
both OpenAIS partners and network equipment OEMs and provides a venue for
cooperating on future implementation effort. Such a venue is not an absolute necessity
- anyone can start their own project, proprietary or open source - but it provides an
incremental transition from being convinced of the premise’s validity to committing some
engineering effort in order to test the market, and from there to ramping up to whatever
level of commitment is commercially justified. For this reason we will publish an open
source project the Access Point software and hardware as a reference design. We will
also maintain the software as an open-governance project. Because the access point
software is based on the widely used OpenWrt Linux distribution, this will likely be
undertaken as part of the OpenWrt project. We will also work with mbed ecosystem
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partners to have one or more of them work to have Thread LPRAPs manufactured and
put up for sale, for use by OpenAIS partners and anyone else.
A second key output of OpenAIS that will influence and help drive this econo-technical
transition will be the demonstration system. Assuming that the demo site does indeed
adopt the separate provision, operation and maintenance of network infrastructure from
lighting and other smart building applications, it will provide an outstanding case study
of the benefits of standards-based, IT-operated LPRAP infrastructure.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable presents an extensive overview of the architecture of OpenAIS LPR AP.
The architecture described in this document is the reference architecture and provides
an insight into the various components of LPR AP. The proposed architecture is highly
flexible and supports developing LPR APs based on different low power radio
technologies thereby achieving seamless communication across various radio
networks.
We have summarised the use cases and technology constraints that influence the
architecture of OpenAIS LPR AP. The use cases were categorised into three categories
namely connectivity, interoperability and easy integration depending on the nature of the
use case.
Furthermore, we have presented a detailed description of the reference architecture of
LPR AP. The architecture is based on a two-board concept that provides a unified
interface to the IT backbone network irrespective of wireless mesh technology used
underneath. Primary reason behind the two-board architecture is to achieve
interoperability across various radio networks based on different PHY/MAC
technologies. The Border Router manages the mesh network, while the Linux Router
manages access to the external network. In addition to that, the Linux Router
implements the policies and processes defined by IT department to enable easy
integration of OpenAIS lighting network into the existing IT network. We have
summarised the policies and processes that include Authentication, Authorization,
Accounting, network monitoring and reconfiguration of network devices.
Finally, we have summarised the key outputs of LPR AP solution, which will be published
as an OpenWrt based open source access point software and hardware reference
design.
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8 GLOSSARY
8.1 Abbreviation and Acronyms
Many of the capitalized terms used in the ‘Description’ column below are further
explained in the ‘Definitions’ table in Section 8.2 or otherwise in the reference listed in
the ‘Description’ cell below.
Abbreviation

Description

6LoWPAN

IPv6 over Low-power lossy Wireless Personal Area Networks
[RFC4944]

6LBR

6LoWPAN Border Router [RFC6775]

6LN

6LoWPAN Node [RFC6775]

6LR

6LoWPAN Router [RFC6775]

6ND

6LoWPAN Neighbor Discovery [RFC6775]

802.3

The IEEE 802.3 standards on wired communication (Ethernet)

802.11

The IEEE 802.11 standards on wireless communication (Wi-Fi)

802.15.4

The IEEE 802.15.4 standards on low-power low data rate wireless
communication protocols [www.ieee802.org/15/pub/TG4.html]

AAA

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting

ACL

Access Control List

AP

Access Point (Wi-Fi specific term)

API

Application Programming Interface

CoAP

Constrained Application Protocol [RFC7252]

CT

Commissioning Tool

DNS

Domain Name System

DNS-SD

DNS Service Discovery [RFC6763]

DTLS

Datagram Transport Layer Security [RFC6347]

ER

Edge Router

EUI

Extended Unique Identifier (defined by IEEE)

ETH

Ethernet

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force [www.ietf.org]

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission [www.iec.ch]

ISA

International Society of Automation [www.isa.org]

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol

IPv4

Internet Protocol version 4

IPv6

Internet Protocol version 6
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Abbreviation

Description

IT

Information Technology

LAN

Local Area Network

LLN

Low-power Lossy Network (typically, wireless low-bandwidth)

LPR AP

Low Power Radio Access Point

M2M

Machine-to-Machine communications

MAC

Medium Access Control (layer)

MIB

Management Information Base [RFC1155]

MIC

Message Integrity Code

mDNS

Multicast DNS (protocol) [RFC6762]

MPL

Multicast Protocol for Low-power lossy networks

NAT

Network Address Translation

ND

Neighbour Discovery

ODM

Object Data Model

OpenAIS

Open Architectures for Intelligent Solid-state lighting systems

OSI

Open Systems Interconnection

PAN

Personal Area Network

PHY

Physical Layer

PoE

Power over Ethernet

R&TTE

Radio and Telecommunications Terminal Equipment

REST

REpresentational State Transfer

RPL

Routing Protocol for Low-power lossy networks [RFC6550]

SOTA

State Of The Art

SSL

Solid State Lighting

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol [RFC793]

UDP

User Datagram Protocol [RFC768]

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

URN

Uniform Resource Name

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

Wi-Fi

Wireless Fidelity / the Wi-Fi standard based on IEEE 802.11
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8.2 Definitions
Definition

Description

Access Point (AP)

An access point according to the Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) standard, to which Wi-Fi clients
can connect

Application Gateway

Synonyms: Gateway

Area Controller /
Room Controller /
Floor Controller

A connected device that includes one or more Control-Functions and does not
function as a Luminaire or sensor itself. It is connected somewhere in the Field
Network or Backbone Network.
Note: this device may be integrated with a Border Router function
Note: not to be confused with Area Control-Function
See also: Area Control-Function

Area Control-Function
Room ControlFunction

A Control-Function that controls a specified area, which may be a room or floor. A
Function is not a physical device, it could be allocated to any Device including
Luminaires or Sensors.

Floor ControlFunction
Backbone Network

A high-speed, reliable IP data Network that exists in a building and connects multiple
network Segments with each other.
Example: switched Ethernet segment in an office building, that connects all the Wi-Fi
Access Points in a building
See also: Subnet

Binding

A configurable relation between a producer of information and a receiver of this
information, where the receiver typically resides on a different Node.
Example: a presence-sensing function is bound to the group G1 of luminaires
Example: a Commissioning Tool configures a binding from a room controller to a floor
controller, such that the floor controller is permanently kept up to date about the
occupancy and lights status of the room.

Border Router (BR)

A Router residing at the border (boundary) of a PHY Segment, realizing the routing of
IP packets between the two distinct PHY+MAC technologies.
There may be zero, one, or multiple Border Routers present in a single PHY
Segment. A Border Router typically has additional functions to manage Nodes in a
PHY Segment or to allocate addresses to Nodes.
Example: 6LoWPAN Border Router (6LBR)

Cloud

Concept of software services running transparently on server(s) connected to the
Internet; of which the location is not pre-defined. This can be in a private data centre,
shared data centre, or even on-site.
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Definition

Description

Commissioning

The process of configuring the Devices that are part of a (lighting) system in such a
way that the system will afterwards operate according to the intended design
objectives (i.e. as the customer would like to have it); including any required
verification activities.
Often this process is performed on-site after the individual Devices that are to be part
of a (lighting) system are already installed in the ceiling.
In OpenAIS the following phases of Commissioning are distinguished (in brackets the
person competences needed to perform the work):

Commissioning Tool



Phase 1: Installation, localization and test (electrical contractor, on site)



Phase 2: Binding; and if needed finalize localization (Commissioning
Engineer, IT person, possibly off site with some low tier support on site)



Phase 3: Functional Parameterization (lighting specialist)



Phase 4: Fault finding missions (Commissioning Engineer, IT person,
electrical contractor)

A device brought into the building premises with the specific purpose to perform
commissioning operations. It may connect to a Subnet, to a Backbone Network, or
only to the luminaire/sensor directly while doing these operations.
Example: a tablet with specific software to perform Commissioning

Control-Function

A Function that can control one or more Actuator-Functions, or other ControlFunctions, possibly based on events and information reported by Sensor-Functions.

Datagram

Synonym: Packet

Device

A physical device; a box with physical interfaces within a casing/package; installed
typically as one entity which cannot operate when disassembled in parts.
A device may offer one or more Services in OpenAIS context. A Node is a networked
Device.
See also: Node

Edge Router (ER)

Synonym: Border Router
Note: preferably use ‘Border Router’ within OpenAIS context. Edge Router also has
another meaning in the context of IP networks.
Note: IETF and Thread use the term Border Router.

End Node

A Node that never ‘relays’ data packets destined to other nodes because it is unable
to do so by design. An End Node can be only the original source or the final
destination of a data packet.
See also: Gateway Node, Mesh Network, Routing Node

Endpoint

A Node that is either IP Source, IP Destination, or both.
Note: this term can also be used to describe an application on a Node which is the IP
Source or IP Destination. In this case there may be multiple Endpoints per Node,
referring to the individual applications.
Example: a luminaire that accepts UDP packets and processes the commands
enclosed in these packets

Firewall

A network security function that controls the incoming and outgoing network traffic on
a Node, based on an applied rule set.
See also: Network Address Translation

Frame

A single unit of multiple data bits at Link Layer (L2) that is transmitted over a single
Link by a Node and possibly received by other Node(s)
Synonyms: packet
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Definition

Description

Hop

Traversal of a single Link by a data Packet.
See also: Link, Mesh Network

IP Destination

Any Node that is the destination of an IP data packet. In other words, the Node hosts
an application that is a consumer of an IP packet.

IP Node

A Node that uses the Internet Protocol (IP) for data communication

IP Router

A Routing Node that routes IP packets

IP Source

Any Node which is the source of an IP data packet. In other words, the Node hosts
an application that is a generator of this IP packet.

IP Subnet

A logically visible subdivision of an IP network.
Example: In a 6LoWPAN Mesh Network all Nodes together form a single IPv6
Subnet with each Node using an IPv6 address containing the same IPv6 Prefix.

IPv6 Prefix

The most significant bits of an IPv6 address, indicating the type of IPv6 address and
the IP Subnet that a Node belongs to. [RFC4291]

Joining Node (JN)

A Node that needs to, or is executing a process to, join a Subnet in order to become
part of the building Network. The joining process typically includes security protocols
to ensure the Node can legitimately participate in the building Network.

Light Point

A single light output that can be controlled. A Light Point may allow modifying its
intensity, colour, beam focus, direction etc., but can’t be split in two separately
controlled light outputs itself. A Luminaire integrates at least one Light Point.
See also: Luminaire, Light Source

Light Source

A source of light, which is in OpenAIS context typically a module that uses LEDs. A
Light Point integrates typically one Light Source.
See also: Light Point, Luminaire

Link

A unidirectional or bidirectional data communication capability over a wired or
wireless medium, directly between two or more Nodes, without any modification,
filtering or L3 routing of the data Frames by other Nodes in-between.

LPR AP

A Low Power Radio Access Point is a specific type of access point that manages low
power radio networks.

Luminaire

A Device that incorporates one or more Light Points. A Luminaire may also
incorporate sensors or Converters.
See also: Light Point

Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) communication

Autonomous data communication between a Node and Application Server(s), which
doesn’t require human intervention during normal operation. Normally an M2M device
takes initiative to report data or events to an Application Server. Also the Server
could take initiative to configure parameters on the device/Node or to request a report
about something.
Example: a sensor Node reporting sensor data periodically to a Cloud server

Mesh Network

A Network having a mesh topology. In a mesh topology, Routing Nodes are typically
active to enable data connectivity between all Nodes in the Mesh Network even in
case a Link fails.

Mesh Link

A Link in a Mesh Network
See also: Link, Mesh Network

Neighbour Node

Another Node that is one Hop separated from a Node

Network

Synonym: Segment
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Definition

Description

Network Address
Translation (NAT)

Network function of remapping one IP address space into another by modifying
network address information in Internet Protocol (IP) datagram packet headers while
they are in transit across a Router.
Note: NAT function is often combined with a Firewall.
See also: Firewall

Node

A data communication function (i.e. abstraction) of a Device, used to send and/or
receive data packets over Links.
Alternative definition: device that is attached to a Network, and is capable of sending,
receiving, or forwarding information over a Link
See also: Routing Node, Border Router, End Node, Node Group

Node Group

A logical grouping of Nodes
Example: An IPv6 multicast group that certain Nodes have joined.

Object

A LWM2M Object as defined in the LWM2M specification, which is a type of Service.

Object instance

An instance of a LWM2M Object, which is a concrete instantiation of a Service.

Packet

A unit of data (i.e. group of bytes) which is transferred over a Network at L3 over one
or more Links.
Example: unicast IPv6 packet
Synonym: Datagram

Peer-to-Group (P2G)

A communication pattern where a Node in a Subnet sends a message to a Node
Group whose group members are also located mainly in Subnets. Optionally, one or
more destination Nodes of the Node Group respond to the message.
Note: Node Group members may span multiple Subnets

Peer-to-Peer (P2P)

A communication pattern where a Node sends a message, or communicates with,
another Node in the same Subnet or in another Subnet.

PHY Segment

A Segment within the Field Network that is implemented using one and the same
physical medium (PHY, L1) providing mutual network connectivity between all Nodes
in the Segment.
Note: a PHY Segment can contain multiple Links
Synonyms: capillary network, local network, local segment

Prefix

Synonym: IPv6 Prefix

Router

Node that ‘relays’ (receives and then re-sends) data packets to other Node(s) without
altering packet content. A Router operates at Network Layer (L3).

Routing Node (RN)

Note: the Node may maintain routing tables in order to implement the routing i.e.
‘relaying’ of packets, but this is not necessarily the case.
Note: packet headers may be altered in the routing process.
See also: End Node, Mesh Network
Segment

Portion of a computer network that is separated from the rest of the network by a
device such as a repeater, Hub, Bridge, Switch or Router. Each Segment contains
one or more Nodes.
Synonyms: Network

Sleepy Node

A battery-powered node which does the on/off switching of its communication
interface with the purpose of conserving battery energy

Sleepy Proxy

Any node that is configured to, or selected to perform communication tasks on behalf
of one or more Sleepy Nodes.

Subnet

Synonyms: IP Subnet
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Definition

Description

Switch

Node that forwards Frames to the correct port based on the Data Link address (MAC
address in case of Ethernet). In case the Data Link address is a broadcast address,
the switch (L2) forwards the Frame to all ports (except the receiving port). A Switch
(L2) operates at Data Link layer
Synonyms: Bridge

Thread

An IPv6 (6LoWPAN) networking technology L1-L4 based on IEEE 802.15.4 mesh
networking. Defined by [threadgroup.org].

Wireless Access Point

Synonyms: Access Point
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